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Green VP candidate blasts Bush at UMaine
Maine native LaMarche fails to draw
a crowd during Wednesday speech
By Melanie Morin
For The Maine Campus

CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY

Pat LaMarche, the vice presidential Candidate for the Green Party, spoke Wednesday in
the Coe Lounge. Humorous, casual and not afraid to speak her mind, LaMarche
addresssed issues including the election and the urgency to get the Bush Administration
out of Washington. LaMarche admitted she would like to offer John Ashcroft an organ
donner card since he was so "willing to give my uterus away," she said. LaMarche is running with presidential candidate David Cobb.

Green Party vice-presidential
candidate Pat LaMarche doesn't
expect or really seem to want to
win in the upcoming election; she
just wants the real issues heard.
At a speech in the Coe Lounge
on
Union
Memorial
in
Wednesday, LaMarche explained
her background and voiced concerns about the upcoming election. When asked to be Green
Party presidential candidate
Wvid Cobb's running mate, she
declined the offer. After realizing
that "no one will talk about anything important," however, she
called him back and .said she
would do it under two conditions:
"One, that I would get to talk
about the issues, and two, that at
all times, we must have on our
agenda the defeat of George
Bush."
LaMarche's visit was sponsored by UMaine-UVote, the
same campus organization that
brought Democratic vice presidential candidate Sen. John
Edwards to campus last week.
LaMarche explained several
important responsibilities an
individual has when they find a
job, among them not telling lies
and doing accurate research. She
went on to say that we need to
"hold George Bush to the same
standard that you will be held to
when you get a job."
She says she would be "willing to vote for a toaster if it
would beat George Bush."
LaMarche realizes that Green
Party supporters wil4 be "continually blamed" for Bush's presidency, but explains that "six million Democrats voted for Bush, I
think we should start there.

"I don't see how we're going
to help open up this process ... if
we silence every voice that isn't
controlled by Enron," LaMarche
said.
LaMarche noted that neither
she nor Cobb had the privileged
upbringing of President Bush or
John Kerry, and said she knows
the Green Party has little chance
of winning the election.
"It's not in the cards with our
current system," LaMarche said
of a Green victory.
However, she does think the
Green Party can "hopefully raise
a little awareness."
LaMarche is also upset at the
election focusing so much on war
records.
"There was a guy who went to
war, and a guy who hid from war
— we've had that discussion,"
she said.
She told of how she plans to
spend a night on the sidewalk in
front of Vice President Dick
Cheney's house with a group and
even said she'd give him a peanut
butter and jelly sandwich, though
she doubts he'll take her up the
offer.
"Even if he does,I don't think
he should be vice president," She
said.
"It was interesting," UMaine
student Alexander Gross said, "I
like how she seemed like just a
normal person."
Compared to the thousands of
people who went to the speech of
Democratic vice presidential candidate John Edwards last week,
the attendance to this event was
low. Only a handful of students
not involved in UMaine-UVote
were present.
Associate Dean for Students
Angel Loredo, says they "adverSee GREENS on Page 2

Rock Against Rape Broken pipe floods out Oak residents
signs local headliner
By Ernest Scheyder
Assistant News Editor

By Casey Carbonneau
For The Maine Campus
Rock Against Rape has a
new headliner. In a down-tothe-minute decision, brothers
from Sigma Phi Epsilon voted
against having Seeking Homer
play their annual rape awareness concert.
Seeking Homer was turned
down because of about a thousand
dollar price discrepancy between
how much they've played college
campuses for in the past and how
much money they demanded to
play at Rock Against Rape.

"It was upsetting to think we
were having the screws put to
us," Eli Young, Rock Against
Rape co-chairman and Sig Ep
brother, said.
Seeking Homer, who has
played Rock Against Rape in
the past, asked Sig Ep for $2250
to play at the event. But Joe
Mollo, director of Campus
Activities, sent Sig Ep information regarding Seeking Homer.
The band was playing shows at
college campuses through the
for
Association
National
Campus Activities for $1200.
See ROCK on Page 2

Oak Hall was damaged by a
burst sprinkler Sunday night
around 9 p.m. A student, who was
moving equipment around her
room, hit a sprinkler head,causing

it to rupture and leak water said Barbara Smith, director of
throughout the residence hall, Residence Life and Programs.
"There was water gushing
according to both hall residents and
down my window," said Stephanie
technicians.
The leak originated in Room Buckley,resident of room 212.
Smith said she felt fortunate the
312 and leaked throughout the
third floor as well as down to the incident happened in Oak Hall, as
second, first and basement levels,
See OAK on Page 2

STUDENT SENATE NOTES

Senators can dress code, make bid for Carlton
By Diana McElwain
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
General Student Senate's Tuesday
night meeting ended without a
dress code and one less senator.
In an effort to make the Senate

more student friendly, a resolution
was proposed to strike the current
dress code.The current dress code,
as stated in the GSS standing rules,
requires all male Senate members
to wear a shirt, tie and appropriate
dress pants. The code requires all
female Senate members to wear a

skirt or appropriate dress pants
with a blouse or dress shirt.
Vice President for Financial
Affairs Ross Bartlett hoped that a
more casual atmosphere will make
the senate more accessible to all
students.
See GSS on Page 2
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COMMUNITY GREENS
CAMPUS CALENDAR
From Page 1

Thursday, Sept. 16, 2004
Socialist and Marxist lecture
Department
The
of
Philosophy will host "Marxism,
Militarism and the Election" as
part of its Socialist and Marxist
lecture series from 12:30 to 1:45
p.m. today in the Bangor Room
of Memorial Union. Carl Cooley,
an industrial worker, farmer,
teacher and member of the
Socialist Equality Party, will
speak. For information call
Brenda Collamore at (207) 5813866
IT plans faculty workshop
IT's Faculty Development
Center will host a workshop entitled "Fireworks" today at 2:30
p.m. in the IT faculty and staff
training facility in the basement
of Memorial Union Registration
is required. For information call
Andrei Strukov at (207) 5811925,

MaineBound will host a bouldering seminar for persons of all
abilities from noon to 5 p.m,
There is a $12 charge for students. For information call Paul
Stern at 581-1082.
Saturday, Sept. 18, 2004
Acadia day hike
MaineBound will sponsor a
day hike through Acadia National '1
Park for persons of all abilities
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. There is a
$15 charge for students. For
information call Paul Stern at
581-1082.
Introduction to rock climbing
MaineBound will host a seminar on rock climbing for beginners from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. There
is a $45 charge for students, For
information call Paul Stern at
581-1082.

Nature walk
Christa Schwintzer of the biology department will host a
Research Cafe series
Kim McKeage will present nature walk entitled "How Some
"Transcendent Retail Places" as Plants Survive Where Most
part of the Research Cafe series Plants Would Perish" from 9 to
from 4 to 5 p.m. in the University 11 a.m. on Tripp Rd. in Bangor.
Club at Fogler Library. The event For information call Ron Davis at
is sponsored by the Office of the (207)866-4786.
Vice President for Research. For
Submitting information
information call Tom Fish at 581Submissions for The Maine
3452.
Campus Community Calendar
Community meal offered
are free, and can be sent on
The Wilson Center will offer a FirstClass to Ernest Scheyder or
free community meal for stu- dropped off in The Maine
dents at its location on College Campus office located in the
Avenue at 6 p.m. For information basement of Memorial Union
e-mail Timoth Sylvia on Please include all the important
information about your event r
FirstClass.
Deadlines for submissions are 9
a.m. Sunday for Monday publiFriday, Sept. 17, 2004
cation and 9 a.m. Wednesday for
Thursday publication.
Bouldering seminar

OAK
From Page 1
opposed to a larger, more populated one.
"The benefit is that Oak is all
singles and a fairly small building,"
Smith said.
Immediately after the pipe ruptured, fire alarms sounded, and the
building was evacuated. Residents
were instructed to go to either Hart
or Hancock halls and wait until
they received permission to reenter the building.
Both the Orono and the Old
Town fire departments responded

ROCK
From Page 1
-As soon as I got the information, I passed it on to Sig
Ep," Mollo said. Playing a single benefit concert and playing
concerts through the NACA is
different, he said. Playing
through the NACA is cheaper to
do, less risky and generally
more hassle-free. The NACA
can set up concerts at many
areas close by, lowering travel
costs and travel time. The concert bookings are also through
an agency, making the risk
involved in getting canceled at
the last minute low.

tised heavily" after John Edwards
left for the LaMarche speech on
their Web site and with flyers "all
around campus." There was a
small flyer near the door of the
Coe Lounge, but it did not have
the correct time of the speech listed, and Cobb-LaMarche signs
were not put outside the room
until about a half hour before the
speech began. Also, on the
UMaine-LJVote Web site, the
time of the speech was listed as
12:00 and it did not begin until
12:30.
LaMarche, a Maine resident
and former disc. jockey in

GSS
From Page 1
"We are students and not some
high and mighty legislative body,"
Bartlett said. He went on to say
that the way one dresses does not
have any bearing on how productive an individual can be.
"Students wear sweatpants to
class and it doesn't affect how well
they do in that class," Bartlett said.
But not all the senators were in
agreement. When the resolution
was passed, Sen. Jesse Davis
immediately stood up, announced
his resignation and left the room.
Senate President Kate O'Brien
said she was not surprised by
Davis's resignation. During the
recess, he informed O'Brien of his
intentions should the resolution be
passed.
"That's his own decision,"

O'Brien said. "It's up to the
whole Senate body if they want to
get rid of it [the dress code]."
Student
Body
President
Cortland Hepler encouraged the
Senate to not let dress affect their
behavior.
"Come in here and be your-

to the scene, as well as numerous
public safety officials. University
technicians also arrived soon after
the alarm to rectify the situation.
"Most of [the residents] are
hanging out with friends in other
rooms," said AnneMarie Reed,
assistant director for Residence
Life and Programs.
Four rooms were severely damaged and several other were minimally damaged, according to Lt.
Robert St. Louis of the Orono Fire
Department.
Residents were let back into the
building around 11:30 p.m.,
according to St. Louis, following
extensive water evacuation. The
elevator, which had been severely

damaged when water poured into
its shaft, was not opened until the
following evening.
Residents of Oak reported damage to their rooms and personal
items, in some cases extreme.
Many students had personal items
on the floor of their rooms, including computers and other personal
electronics.
While Smith said
she sympathizes with students'
plight, she said that because
UMaine is self-insured, it would
not be reimbursing residents for
personal damages.
"Students are told ... their
primary insurance is their parents' [homeowner] insurance,"
Smith said.

"It was a huge concern.
We're not here to make
money," Young said. Despite
the controversy, Young is still
upbeat about the concert and
doesn't hold a grudge against
Seeking Homer. "We [Sig Ep]
don't have any ill will toward
them."
"We do have a great string of
bands playing," Young said. As
Fast As (formerly Rocktopus) is
headlining. Stoplight
now
Rehearsal, Almost Home,
Valentine,
Now
Vague
Transmission and Headstart are
all playing.
Young and the rest of the Sig
Ep brothers were excited by the
fact that all the bands are local
to Maine.

"The great news is that all
the bands, except Headstart, are
playing for free," Eli said.
Headstart could not be reached
for comment.
Sigma Phi Epsilon created
Rock Against Rape three years
ago to raise rape awareness, to
prevent rape and to help rape
victims. This year's Rock
Against Rape will take place at
the Junior Varsity Baseball
Field, near Mahaney Baseball
Diamond on Saturday the 18th,
from 5 to 11 p.m. Public Safety
is co-sponsoring the event.
"It's a lot of effort to put it
all together," Young said. "But
if we can stop one person from
being raped, then it's way more
than worth it."

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 2004
Augusta, ran for governor of said.
Maine on the Green Independent
She is also upset that the
Party ticket in 1998, according to Green Party is required by 37
the votecobb.org Web site. She states to have a presidential canreceived seven percent of the didate if they want ticket status
vote in that election. That cam- and hopes people will contact
paign helped to gain ballot their legislatures to get that
access for the Green party in changed.
Maine, for which Maine Green
While many issues were menparty District 19 state house can- tioned in her speech, execution
didate Mark Gordon thanked her of specific goals of the Green
in his introduction prior to her -party were not extensively disspeech.
cussed. And while the Green
Concerning Ralph Nader, party website, gp.org, makes a
LaMarche says that people have point of highlighting similarities
asked her if she was concerned between
Democrats
and
that he would take votes away Republicans, LaMarche hardly
from the Green Party, since they mentioned Kerry in her speech.
need five percent of the vote to She did spend time speaking on
continue remaining on the ticket. President George W. Bush.
"I don't really remember ask"My agenda," LaMarche said,
ing for any votes," LaMarche "is to send a resident back to
self," Hepler said. "It doesn't
matter if you have a shirt and tie
on.,,
Another section of the standing
rules also voted down during the
meeting was a rule requiring
Senate members to address other
members by their title and last
name. Senators may now address
other members, including executives, by their first names only.
The meeting also addressed the
still uncertain details of the
Bumstock.
upcoming
Vice
President
Student
for
Entertainment Josh Luce said that
while the event still does not have
a director, this will soon change.
"We hope to hire someone in
the next couple of days," Luce
said.
There was also talk of the plans
for Bumstock's new home.
Bumstock's current location is situated where the new Recreation
Center is slated to be

built.

President Hepler explained that
while a meeting with prospective
architects had taken place in a
small closed session, no conclusion has been made.
"It's the university president's final decision," Hepler
said. "Nothing has been decided

as of yet."
Hepler assured the group that
the high caliber of architects who
will work on the building will
ensure great results.
"It will be a tremendous facility," Hepler said. "It will definitely put [UMaine] on the map."
As for other upcoming musical
events, Student Entertainment is
putting in a bid for Vanessa
Carlton to perform in late October.
Student Entertainment has offered
Carlton $25,000, according to
Luce.
Funds allocated to student
groups included $300 to the service fraternity Alpha Phi Omega for
buttons featuring the new Bananas
the Bear. An additional $200 also
went to the fraternity to fund mascot training. UMaine's Roller
Hockey team will also receive
help with $1,500 voted to go to
them.
Groups

receiving

approval

from the GSS included the yoga
club, which was given preliminary
approval, allowing them the ability to meet on campus with no fee.
The UMaine pre-veterinary club
was given final approval, and is
now able to receive funding for
their organization.

"That Whit
guy has a good
jump shot."

Together we can stamp
preludice. IL only takes
one voice to make a
difference. Find yours at
www,freedomcenter.org
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Freshman's best friend helps
ease transition into college

UMaine
POLICEBEAT
By Kyle Webster
Staff Writer

Two men arrested
for TKE break-in
The Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity house was burglarized
sometime before 10:47 p.m. on
Saturday, Sept. 11. Officers
responded to the house, located
on College Avenue, following
complaints of items being
stolen. Upon arrival, officers
interviewed several witnesses
and found that a group of men
had entered the building
through a window on the north
side. The men then proceeded
to take a six-pack of Sam
Adam's Cherry Wheat Ale and
fled on foot. Public Safety was
assisted by the Orono Police
Department, who found and
detained a man who fit the
description, identified as Justin
Anthony, 18. Officers also
managed to track down a second suspect, James Stevens,
18, based on descriptions
given. Stevens had in his possession a six-pack of Sam
Adam's Cherry Wheat Ale.
When asked about this, he
claimed that he had found the
beer in the woods. After being
identified by witnesses as
being the two men involved,
both Stevens and Anthony were
arrested for burglary and transported to Penobscot County
Jail.
Drug and alcohol charges
may be just the beginning for
Androscoggin residents
Two men were issued summonses following an incident
in Androscoggin Hall at rough-

ly 10:45 p.m. on Sunday, Sept.
12. Officers responded to a
dorm room following a report
of illegal activity. At 3:50 a.m.
on Monday, Sept. 13, officers
entered the room after obtainwarrant.
search
a
ing
Following a search, officers
found alcohol and marijuana.
As a result, Ryan Dobmeier,
18, and Mason Loveitt, 18,
were both summonsed for illegal possession of alcohol by a
minor. Loveitt also received a
summons for illegal possession
of marijuana by a minor. This
case is still under investigation
and more charges could follow.
Alledged criminal mischief
leads to drug possesion
charges
Three people received summonses following a report of
disorderly conduct outside of
Oxford Hall at 2:10 a.m. on
Saturday, Sept. 11. An officer
responded to a call of two disorderly males. They located the
males, identified as Lynwood
Bubar, 18, and Skylar Ryng,
18. An investigation led them
to a dorm room where they
found alcohol. This led to a
summons being issued for
Lauren Goodman, 19, for illegal possession of alcohol by a
minor. Other reports of people
throwing plastic fencing and
wooden stakes at vehicles were
tied to Bubar and Ryng leading
to summonses for the two men
for criminal mischief.

By Lynn Franey
Knight-Ridder News
Service
Stephens College has gone to
the dogs.
And cats. And rabbits.
The women's college in
Columbia,Mo.is letting some students bring pets to campus this
year. The goal is to keep students
happy and stress-free by allowing
friendly, fuzzy, four-legged companions.
Sophomore Alexandra Geisler
says she enjoys school a lot more
this year — she doesn't have to
wait until the holidays to play with
her Jack Russell terrier, Abbey
Road.
"To come back from a class
and see her wagging her tail and
everything, it brightens up my
day," said Geisler, a New York
resident who grew up in
Springfield, Mo.
Geisler was one of the students

who convinced the president of
Stephens, Wendy Libby, to open
the new pet-friendly floor in
Prunty Hall this year. During a
freshman seminar last year, the
instructor asked new students
what would help them adapt to
college life.
"Pets," Geisler said. "They
love unconditionally. They're
cute. They're fun to play with.
They boost the spirits."
Libby concurred. After all, she
herself had been taking her black
Labrador, Abby, to campus a lot.
Abby turned out to be popular.
When Libby would send an
"Abby is here" e-mail, lots of students would stop by her office.
Stephens is starting small.
After all, many college students
have enough trouble learning how
to take care of themselves without
having to care for a pet, too.
Eight rooms were set aside as
pet dorm rooms, but only five students have pets so far. Besides

Abbey Road, there's another dog,
two cats and two rabbits.
Sophomore Danielle Gibbs has
the rabbits, Fleur and Elphie.
"It's just nice because they're
there when I want to hold them. I
like playing with them," Gibbs
said."They're little characters."
Gibbs said some students on
other floors get a little irritated at
one dog's barking, but administrators say they haven't received any
noise complaints.
Students must pay a $200
refundable pet deposit and must
keep an animal in a kennel or cage
while they're out of the dorm
room. Dogs must weigh less than
40 pounds. There is a fenced dog
run.
Abbey Road attracts plenty of
attention, Geisler said.
"The kids who come up and pet
her, it's a joy [for them], you
know," she said. "It really takes
the stress off if you're having a
bad day."

NYU suicide is sixth loss in less than a year
New York Daily News
Knight-Ridder News
Service
The day before she leaped to
her death from an NYU building,a
promising film student confided to
a trusted professor and to her best
friend that she was going through
rough times.
1111"t Joanne Michelle 'rtavy
gave no indication of the honor to
come, the professor and the friend
told the Daily News yesterday.
In a "disturbing" e-mail sent
Sunday to Leslie Thornton, a professor of media and modern culture
at Brown University, her former
student said she needed to talk.
Leavy wrote that "she didn't
want to see a shrink — which

Alpha
.. An opportunity to explore the meaning oflife.

made me think someone was trying she wished she could be a kid
to get her to, or she was and didn't again and just be herself, that she
think it was helping," Thornton [wished she] didn't have all these
told The News yesterday.
problems," Outridge said.
The header of the e-mail was
As classes started at NYU yes"Think Less."
terday, Leavy's friends at the
Concerned, Thornton wrote school were planning a memorial
back the next day that maybe service for a young woman they
Leavy would be happier if she left described as an intense, talented
the graduate film program at artist.
The memorial could include
NYU.
It was unclear whether Leavy, displays of Leavy's work, said
Safiya McClinton,a friend.
23,ever saw the reply.
Thornton, who called Leavy a
On Monday morning, she ran
out of her family's home and brilliant student who surely would
jumped naked off the nearby Tisch have been a successful filmmaker,
building — becoming the sixth said she believed the troubled
NYU student in less than a year to young woman acted on the spur of
take a death leap.
the moment.
Hunter College student Alisha
"I can't believe it was particuOutridge,Leavy's best friend since larly
said
premeditated,"
high school, said her friend spoke Thornton, whose office became a
of the overwhelming pressure of meeting place for bereaved Brown
film school, work, finances and students yesterday.
"I think five minutes one way
her diabetes over lunch Sunday.
"The only thing that she said or the other could have made all
that was different that day was that the difference in the world."
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UMaine alum makes bid for
Orono house seat in Augusta
Cain promises students she will focus on higher education
By Ernest Scheyder
Assistant News Editor
Politics and policy have
always captivated Emily Cain.
As a girl, Cain was fascinated
by her friend's mother who ran
for the State Assembly in New
Jersey. Ever since, Cain has
kept the notion of running for
office herself in the back of
her mind.
"Running for public office
is something I've always
intended to do," said Cain, a
the
of
graduate
2002
University of Maine.
Cain, a Democrat, is competing for the District 19 seat,
which features new boundaries
since the lines were redrawn
by the state last year.
"It's a totally new district,"
Cain said of District 19, which
now comprises all of Orono
east of Stillwater Ave.
Jon Thomas, who previously occupied the district comprising UMaine, will not be
seeking re-election so that he
can attend graduate school.
In her campaign, Cain plans
to discuss many topics but has
one very personal topic in mind.
"[The] biggest issue for me
is my personal love: education," Cain said. "When I say
education, I mean the whole
meal deal, from early childhood development, pre-school,
K-12,[to] higher education."
Cain said her main focus
will be "bridging the gap" in
education.
"The gaps I see fall between
K-12 and higher ed," Cain
said."The need for higher education to be accessible, affordable and nearby is ever-growing.

"The second gap is graduat- 'We want better funded
ing college and getting a job," schools, we want better things
Cain continued. "All of those in our schools, we want you to
things should be possible in pay more, but we don't want to
Maine. No matter what your pay more, we want to pay less
degree is in, you should be on our property taxes."
Cain compared Maine to
able to find a job."
In addition to working on California and warns that if
access to education, Cain said Palesky is passed, Maine will
she favors the state's laptop see a cut in basic services like
program and increased access what happened in California
of
passage
the
with
to the arts.
Cain will also be focusing Proposition 13.
"[Municipalities] are really
going to cut policemen and
firemen [if Palesky passes],"
Cain said.
While here at UMaine, Cain
was actively involved in the
Honors Program, Residence
Life and Programs as a resident assistant, and in her
major, music education. She
was also a member of various
committees
administrative
here on campus.
After graduation, Cain
Emily Cain
worked for a year in the
Maine House Candidate
Honors Program, and as an
advisor to Chi Omega sorority
before attending a one-year
on health care, and supports intensive master's program at
Dingo Health, the state's new Harvard University.
"I focused on and studied
subsidized health care program
education administrahigher
individuals.
low-income
for
"I'm a proponent of health tive policy," Cain said.
care for everyone," Cain said. "Specifically public higher
Another issue about which education ... and the benefits
Cain feels passionately about they bring to their state."
Recently married, Cain is
is the proposed Palesky tax
now taking a more active role
cap.
"I hate Palesky," Cain said. in the campaign. She is cur"I think it's a terrible idea." rently engaged in a door-toCain said she opposes Palesky door campaign, introducing
most importantly because of both herself and her platform
to District 19 constituents.
its timing.
are
opponents
Her
"We've set ourselves up for
the perfect storm," Cain said. Republican Bill Reed and
"We potentially got a situation Green Party member Mark
where the voters are saying: Horton.

"The need for higher
education to be
accessable, affordable
and nearby is evergrowing."

COURTESY PHOr0 FROM EMILY CAIN

MEET N' GREET — Emily Cain greets students on the Mall
during move-in weekend last month.

Review ranks UMaine a bargain
www.mainecampus.com Princeton
Interim President Robert
acceptance rate.
By Deena Dwyer
Dean of Students Robert Dana Kennedy applauded the ranking,
said he was very pleased with the citing UMaine's faculty,staff and
The University of Maine was ranking and credits the institu- students for their commitment to
the overall campus.
ranked 20th in the Princeton tion's staff and faculty.
"We are pleased with the
"The University is a huge
Review's 2004 "Best BargainReview's ranking,
Princeton
student
"The
said.
Public" category. The Princeton gem," Dana
support
for our belief and
which
would
than
I
ever.
better
is
life
Review surveyed 110,000 stuUMaine is an
that
to
here."
contention
come
children
my
want
The
357
colleges.
at
top
dents,
He also credited the Princeton outstanding value," Kennedy
survey asked students about seventy questions and ranked them Review with heping people said.
Other schools recognized in
in scientific order. The ratings understand the value of UMaine.
same category include the
the
the
know,
more
people
"The
were published in "The Best 357
Colleges-2005." The book also more people will have an interest College of William and Mary,
ranks such categories as the No. in the University of Maine," Kansas State University and the
University of Washington.
1 party school and toughest Dana said.
For The Maine Campus

Applications for Spring 105
Semester Student
Teaching/Internships are
now available at the Student
Teaching Office,130 Shibles
Hall. Application deadline
is October 8 for students
ready to begin an
internship in the Spring
2005 Semester.

For further
information,
call Maxine
Harrow at
581-2456.

Join
the
gang

on't believe
you feels

Write for
T.

News section.
Contact Richard Redmond on
First Class or by phone at
581-1270 for details.
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New and improved fall 2004 hours just for ... the administration?
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Just enough
for a jury
Although the attendance didn't
show it, there was a speaker in
Memorial Union Wednesday afternoon.In fact,the event happened to
boast a vice presidential candidate
election. No, Dick Cheney wasn't
in the COE Lounge, and no, John
Edwards didn't come back for seconds. That, however, should not
matter.
Vice presidential candidate Pat
LaMarche of the Green party was
greeted as if she were the local subway cashier and not as if she has
any part in what is happening on
Nov.2.It doesn't matter if you were
planning on actually voting for
LaMarche and presidential candidate David Cobb,there should have
been some interest from the community and the student body. What
matters is that we are all giving
each candidate their fair amount of
attention as to educate ourselves.
There is no excuse for an attendance of less than what reports
have said were 12 people. The
Maine Campus feels that every
opportunity to listen to a politic
figure speak on campus should be
taken advantage of. LaMarche's
voice needs to be heard, and we
should have been listening.
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Play
nice, kids
Being fair in a
bipartisan system
PAUL
GOODMAN
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS

it is her first time being able to vote
in a presidential election.
When they allowed the students onto the mall area where
Sen. Edwards was going to speak,
they had roped off areas and
allowed all registered Democrats
with red tickets in front of the

With the up and coming election fast approaching, and political fever starting to escalate, it's
time we all keep things in perspective and do two most important things: Vote and play nice.
Why play nice? Because it
seems that people from both ends
of the political spectrum do not
seem to want to get along together, agree to disagree, etc. It seems
both sides want to play dirty.
My thoughts on this come
from the a recent article in a
recent edition of The Maine
Campus, detailing how MPAC
was confronted by what was
quoted as "Democratic Party
thugs."
These couple of guys warned
that the presence of either group
at the rally would not be tolerated
and even said that authorities
would be involved if they tried to
attend. The group also identified a
few of the men as members of
Edward's crew. And while the
Communications Director for the
Kerry-Edwards campaign in
Maine is unsure of who the men
were, what they were doing or
why, the maneuvers have clearly
upset people involved in the election.
The article and the sort of
political tactics supposedly displayed reminded me of two stories told by a friend and a classmate who suffered similar incidents of people using unfavorable
methods to express opposing
political views .
A classmate, whom I will call
Republican Girl — mainly
because I really can't remember
her name — discussed an occurrence with me before class, of
which happened the first week of
the semester. While working at a
the
display
for
College
Republicans, another student ran
by her and knocked over their
table, spilling the contents out
onto the Mall. This occurred
while another person, who she
presumed to be a colleague of the

See LETTERS p age 9

See NICE on page 9

'Livestrong' and prosper?

Nice sweats, Yellow bands for cancer research, not fashion or profit
Cortlynn
it was deemed
As of Tuesday night, several traditions that gripped the University of
Maine General Student Senate were
axed. Make no doubt about it, the
world in which UMaine students
exist in has irrevocably been
changed forever.
As reported in today's issue of
The Maine Campus, GSS has instituted a new dress code for senators.
What exactly was so professional
about being seen on campus in slacks
and a dress shirt or blouse still
remains to be seen.
The tradition of prefacing the
address of a member of the senate
with his or her title and last name
also was pitched onto the cutting
room floor.
Sadly the idea that senators were
pouncing around their meetings
addressing each other as "President
Hepler" or "Vice President Bartlett"
is concerning. If anything, this rule
change hopefully denotes a change
in how the senate looks at themselves and especially how
approachable students feel like senators are.
The rule changes signify a stride
in the right direction. Taking yourself too seriously can lead to serious
health problems, and no one wants
to see a senator kick it during a
meeting due to taking themselves
too seriously.
r -

I want to start this column off
by saying that I wear a a yellow
"Livestrong" Nike band. I started
wearing it by accident, of sorts.
Last spring, my roommate bought
a pack of ten, and I just started
wearing one, without realizing
what they were for. It was not
until later that I discovered the
proceeds benefit cancer research.
For those of you who may not
know what this yellow-rubber
band phenomenon is all about, let
me quickly explain. Nike and
Lance Armstrong teamed up to
produced yellow rubber wrist
bands with the word "Livestrong"
etched in it, selling each band for
one dollar, with all proceeds go to
cancer research. I think everyone
can agree that this is a nobel cause
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band. Somehow,
cool to be wear a yellow band,not
because you donated to cancer
research but for some other unexplainable reason.
Suddenly, people were selling
bands on e-bay and making a
killing off the bands. As I learned
STYLE EDITOR
freshman year in microeconom—so much so — Nike did not ics, the demand far outweighed
even put their trademark the supply, which means the price
could be jacked up and people
"swoosh" on it.
would still be willing to pay.
million
Nike made a couple
bands at first. However, at the There were reports of people
beginning of the summer they spending up to $25 for a band that
sold out of the initial production, should cost only a dollar.
Is there a special place in Hell
and that's when problems began
people who take advantage of
for
to start.
These bands had become the something designed to benefit the
fad of the summer, and people research of cancer? I can guaranwere desperate to get ahold of a
See CANCER age 9

Letters to the Editor
• More rally concerns
I just wanted to tell you a story
about the Democrats using "manic
obsessive" strategy to turn this
country into one of our political
parties actually hating each other
over politics. I just saw a clip on
television of Sen. John Kerry saying how he is running not to have
a red country or a blue country,

Letters to the editor
I ettera to the ediu)r should be no
longer than Mk words in length and
should 41*lb:tile the authoi 's name,

t
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but to have a red, white and blue
country. Give me a break. That's
about as hypocritical as you can
get when you hear my story.
When Sen.John Edwards,N.C.,
spoke at the University of Maine,
my daughter was excited to go hear
what he had to say. She wants to be
able to hear from both parties and
make an intelligent decision — as
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with society's reaction to the these
bands. How exactly did they
become so popular? They are for
a good cause, so it's great they
From Page 8
sold out, but why would someone
tee you people selling bands on e- willing pay $25 for one, knowing
bay aren't donating that extra the money isn't going to research?
money to the intended charity.
It's the new handbag of the season
Hell, I might as well go to the —the one must-have accessory
movie theatre with a jar and that goes with every outfit.
before a movie-announce that I'm
If you ask someone why they
collecting for the Jimmy Fund, wear it, the typical repsonse is,
and then leave, laughing all the "Dude,the money goes to cancer
way to the bank. Why not,right? research," but is that truly the
Oh, wait, because it's wrong.
sole reason people wear them?
What does it say about the I'm sure a hefy percentage of the
world we live in, when people are people that wear them have not
exploiting and capatilizing off donated a single penny other
something intedned to aid those then the whole one dollar they
with cancer? I understand we live initially forked over for the
in a free country, and legally peo- band. Have we gotten to the
ple can do this. But can't you point where we need a material
imagine how shitty they feel? reward for donating to such a
These are probably the same peo- worthy cause?
ple that use Spanish Fly to score
Matt Kearney wears his
some ass.
"LiveStrong" bracelet to support
I have other major problems cancer reasearch, notfashion.

CANCER

NICE
From Page 8
student, was providing a distraction by engaging in a debate with
Republican Girl and her associate
at the time.
My second story comes
straight from a friend of several
years, Ryan, a registered democrat and all around nice guy who
suffered multiple hits from water
balloons thrown by Bush-supporters and other drivers while
volunteering as a parking guide
during the hours before the
Edwards rally. The incident was
bad enough that authorities
offered to escort Ryan back to the
Edwards rally.
Thinking of these incidents

LETTERS
From Page 8
ropes and all those registered
Republicans into the back behind
the ropes. Those that wanted to
demonstrate were put in a separate section far away from the
entire area so no one could hear
them. God forbid they should
have protesters.
I'm sorry but I find this behavior childish and discriminatory.
This behavior reminds me of the
1960s when blacks had to sit at
the back of the bus, while whites
didn't. Thank God for Rosa Parks
then and thank God for my
daughter and her friends now.
When the kids realized how discriminatory this behavior was by
the Democrats,her friends, who are
registered Democrats and had red
tickets, went to the back of the area
by the ropes,gave their friends with
blue tickets — including my daughter — their red tickets. The friends
then got into the roped area and
immediately went to the back area
again and turned the red tickets over
to the next batch of kids. This went
on for quite a while so that they
finally got all of their friends up
front together, whether they were
Democrats, Republicans or undecided.
Why should the Democratic
Party make the specifics of patty
alignment an issue like they did at
the rally? None ofthe kids that originally had a blue ticket protested or
heckled the rally. They simply lis-

annoyed me. We as voters should
not resolve to lesser means of getting our views across or our opinions expressed. When it all comes
down to it, both sides have positives and negatives; certainly neither are saints.Even in this election,
in which both candidates are so
closely matched,we should respect
our opponents even if we don't
agree with them. We shouldn't
commit to a drive by in an attempt
to disrupt the other side.
I expect to see more political
rallies from both sides in the near
future ,as Election Day comes
closer. And I hope there are no
more thugs, knocked over displays or water balloons.
Remember. Vote. And play
nice.
Paul Goodman is a first year
new media major.

tened to Sen. Edwards with the
same respect they would listen to
their professors with.
My daughter and her friends
quickly made up their minds at the
rally, and it had nothing to do with
who is or isn't a better candidate like
they were trying to do.It was based
on how they were treated on their
college campus.
•
The discrimanatory action took
away their excitement for the
process and woke them to the reality of how extreme this country has
gone with political hate for the
other party. How simple and clear
they made that view.
Our college campus had better
remember it is people who are
Democrat,
Republican,
Independent, Green
Party,
Libertarian, Communist and who
knows what other political party
that pay the taxes to run your college and pay your professors. If
you are going to continue to teach
tolerance and not be discriminatory, please do so while respecting
all parties, not just liberals —
which is what most college campuses are these days.
And if the Republican Party is
doing the same thing,I say shame
on them too. This is a democracy,
and it's time you allow that freedom to continue.
We may not all agree politically, but we should all be civil to
one another and treat each other
with respect and dignity.
This behavior had absolutly
nothing to do with security, it had
everything to do with free speech.
A concerned UMaine parent
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Let there be light
Dim campus lighting leaves walkers in the dark
Summer's over kids. You can
tell as the weather gets colder,
leaves change color, and campus
goes pitch black as soon as the sun
sets. The lighting system that we
have on this campus is a joke.The
only ones who can see on this
campus at night are the ratcoons
raiding the new "fresh air" dumpsters.
The lights on this campus are
not only few and far between,they
are ridiculously dim. Their placement is awful — one,can barely
see walking, much less driving —
as the orange glare bounces off
windshields,putting both pedestrian and vehicular traffic in danger.
The only place that the lights are
noticeable is along the roadways
causing all students with night
classes to trudge along in darkness. One third year female student told me she has a night class
across campus,and walking home
in the dark scares her. Isn't the
administration supposed to provide a safe and comfortable campus for all students? Then why is it
that students are still afraid to walk
home in the dark?
Petitions circulated around the
university last year,beseeching the

VALERIE
DAHLGREN
FOR THE MAINE CAMPUS
administration for a better lighting
system. Perhaps by closing the
Memorial Union earlier they
hoped to appease students by
deferring them from walking on
campus later than 9 p.m. We live
in Maine by October it's going to
be dark by 5 p.m.Considering that
it's night for 16 hours a day as
soon as winter sets in — which
will be two weeks from now —
one would think that we'd at least
have enough lighting set up that no
one would walk into a construction fence. But no, we are still
forced to trudge back and forth
across campus in the dark. As if
having night classes weren't bad
enough.
Public Safety has been kind
enough to set up Assistance
Callboxes around campus, if you
are fortunate enough to blunder
into one. You can call them to
,report a crime or "suspicious person," and you can even request an
escort. So should you be assaulted

while going about campus at night,
you can call Public Safety if one of
those blue beacons is in the immediate area. And then what? Excuse
me,do you mind waiting to attack
me for a few minutes while I wait
for Public Safety?" No one wants
to stand around in the dark, alone,.
to wait for an escort to walk them
home. Likewise, no one wants to
stand and wait by a Callbox while
they're being attacked. One's first
impulse is to run like hell. "Yes,
Officer, I'm being assaulted. My
location? Look for the kid sprinting up Rangley Road."
So take a stand for better lighting. It's not just a matter of being
able to see farther than ten feet
ahead of you, it's a matter of safety. Sexual assault and other crimes
are a stark reality on this campus,
and if more lampposts and new
light bulbs will help to reduce
those risks, then by all means, let
there be light. But until something
is done, we will continue to stumble around in the dark. Maybe for
the next batch of first-years,
Housing can include a flashlight in
their welcome package.
Valerie Dahlgren is a junior
mass communication major.

Where's Wadleighs?
Area store's redesign represents changing times
There was once a sign in this
town for Narragansett Beer. There
was once a Narragansett Beer sign
in this town, which proudly proclaimed the name of the store it
hung before. That store with the
sign was Wadleigh's. Time as
always has marched on, and
change is its legacy. There was
once a store named Wadleigh's in
this town.
Oh Wadleigh's, you came and
you gave without taking, but they
took you away. Oh Wadleigh's...
And who is this Carey with her
market —with her shiny new windows and white-vinyl siding? Does
she know the legacy she adopts?
But Wadleigh's, your heart still
lives on in that ancient ATM which,
through all the changes,remains in
the belly of this newly gutted beast.
The bell tolls again for one
more institution of my college past.
Where are you now York Village
apartments? You house computer
repairs, not upper-classmen.
Dr. Radical, where have you
gone? Gone and disseminated to
the far corners of Maine and
Boston. Funkizon? You still
remain,but only in Bangor.
The rope swing? You have been
replaced with such an unworthy
successor. You who allowed my
freshman-year roommate's picture
to be taken swinging from you for

NATE
KATZ
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the local paper. Did we cause your
replacement?
You have all left me here,alone,
surrounded by the few remaining
who remember and an everencroaching generation with no
memories of cold nights and first
Beirut tables in York Village.
Yes,you have your DTAV's,but
what do you know about peeling
siding and bathrooms with putting
green like rugs?
Wadleigh's,I cry for the days of
first using my fake ID.within your
Ninja Turtles and Mario Bros. protected walls. Those fabulous walls
with misquotations: "Gotta Dude"
and spelling errors "Awsome!" It
is with great sadness I now realize
countless generations will spend
their years here never knowing that
once there was a store of individuality.
These things are more than just
stores, bands and random places.
They all spark memories of good
times I've had at this school.
Wadleigh's, a vacuum cleaner
through the ceiling and Super Bowl
)00(VIII are forever intertwined
in my memory.I can't think of the

end of summer and the beginning
of another school year without
equating in my mind a picture of
hot September days and friends
flying from the old rope swing.
And when it's cold and dark and
fall is approaching,I can smell the
excitement of my first visit to York
Village.
Things have changed,and I am
slowly accepting that. Nothing
remains the same forever no matter how much you..want it to. New
students will always link the Bear
Brew with SOMA 36 where as I
will see SOMA 36 and wonder
where the Bear Brew I knew
went.
Someday students will say
UMaine isn't the place they knew
without that SOMA 36 sign, and
now, it finally hits me that this is
all fleeting and will be lived
again.
So enjoy your Carey's Market,
your DTAV's, whatever small,
selective niche reminds you of you
college experience. In one year,I'll
be gone with my memories, and in
two or three years, you'll all be sitting where I am now, wondering
what happened to those places you
used to love. All hope is lost, surrender now.
Nate Katz is a senior broadcast
journalism major with attachment
issues.
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Rock Against Rape
5 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 17
Junior Varsity Baseball Field

Tattoos:
growing in
popularity

Killswitch Engage
5 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 18
Ushuaia
$15

By Elizabeth MaloneyHawkins
Staff Writer

ZOX
7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 16
Memorial Union
Free

Young Buck & Lloyd Banks
7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Sept. 23
Cumberland County Civic
Center
$40 - $50

perched atop little metal columns nearby
were Sam Van Aken's collection of caddis
flies used for fly fishing. Present was a magnifying glass to help the viewer investigate
these little intricacies. Michael Lewis displayed the importance of student artwork
along with Andy Maurey's meaningfully
diverse collection; a student photograph, a
small sculpture of a "Goddess" done by a
friend, and a package of"luck objects" from
a market in Arequipa, Peru. Laurie Hicks'
sense triggering collection of KitKat clocks
could keep a person with Attention Deficit
Disorder very busy.
An installation by Susan Camp done with
dried Maranka gourds was peacefully displayed, as if they were in the midst of raining
from the ceiling. Her approach to collecting

Piercings usually heal over
and hair grows back. However,
permanence is the new holy grail.
Though records have revealed its
practice for over 5,000 years, the
art of tattooing is making a huge
comeback to young people who
seek an alternative to temporary
fashions.
Most people who have already
experienced the "thrill" of getting a tattoo have two, or plan on
getting another one. Why, you
ask? Most people 18-24 have
grown out of the rebellious stage,
and understand the impact of
something permanent. It is not so
much an act of rebellion as it is
an experience. Even good girl
Mandy Moore will not tarnish
her media image with her recent
inking. The mystery of the
intrigue of the tattoo has been
meddling with the minds of
humans since the birth of time.
Life Magazine estimated in 1936
that 10 million Americans, or
approximately six percent of the
population, had at least one tattoo. The most recent Harris Poll,
done in 2003, shows that same
statstic to be nearly trippled. A
recent article ranked tattooing as
the sixth fastest growing retail
project of the '90s, right behind
the Internet, pagers, bagels, computers and cell phones.
Some of the earliest records of
tattooing were found on a Bronze
Age hunter who had been frozen
for almost 5,000 years in a mountain between Italy and Austria.
Remnants of the instruments
used to tattoo at this time have
been found at archeological sites
throughout Europe. Sharp bone
needles and pigments like red
ochre were found alongside small
human-like stone and clay figures with engraved designs on
them. Models like these were
early versions of the books and
walls littered with designs in
your local tattoo shop today.
If considering getting a tattoo,
there are some definite negatives.
The expense: Tattoo's range in
price from around $40 to a couple thousand dollars depending
on the size and pigments.
Although tattoos are meant to be
permanent, ink removal is also
now an option. Painful procedures have been replaced with
laser removal, which can run a
hole through your bank account.
The pain: Pain happens to be
part
of
the
experience.
Depending on the location of
your tattoo, the pain factor varies.
For medical reasons, Maine has
abolished tattooing on the head,
neck, hands, or feet. Usually, the
rule is the closer you get to the

See ART on page 13

See TATTOO on page 13

Midnight Mosiac
8 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 24
Memorial Union

ART
"The Faculty Collects"
9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Through Sunday, Oct. 10
Carnagie Hall
Free
"Dozier Bell"
Through Saturday, Sept. 18
Norumbega Hall, Bangor
"Westward Visions"
Through Saturday, Sept. 18
Norumbega Hall, Bangor
"Berenice Abbott: Cities'
Portraits"
Through Saturday, Sept. 18
Norumbega Hall, Bangor

ENTERTAINMENT:
$1 Climbing Night
3 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Through Wednesday, Sept. 29
Maine Bound Center
$1

MOVIES
"Excel Saga"
6:30 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 17
DPC 100
Free
"Spiderman 2"
7:30 p.m. & 10 p.m.
Friday, Sept 17
Bangor Room, Memorial
Union
Free
"Hellsing"
9:00 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 17
DPC 100
Free

THEATRE
"Dracula"
Wednesday, Sept. 22
Penobscot Theatre

BARS
College Night
9 p.m.
Thursdays
Bear Brew Pub
$1 Bear Brew beers
College Night
10 p.m.
Thursdays
Ushuaia
50-cent drinks
College Night
Thursdays
The Chocolate Grille
1/2 price entrees
If you would like your event
posted in The Maine Campus
Style calendar, send time, day,
date, place and fee information to
Matt Kearney on FirstClass.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY BECKY PETERSON

"Dream Shaman's Dream" by John T. Scott and owned by faculty member
Michael Lewis is just one of the many collected pieces on display in Carnagie
Hall. Created with cast paper and paint, Scott used the faces of both Lewis and
his wife to bring to life the unique three dimensional images.

Masters
of arts
By Elizabeth Maloney-Hawkins
Staff Writer
ebster's Dictionary defines
"collection" as the act of collecting, or an accumulation of
objects gathered for study,
comparison, exhibition or as a hobby."The
Faculty Collects" is a gathering of very
unique artifacts that University of Maine
professors of art chose to share as glimpses
into their private passions.
The unique mindset from each professor
was fully presented, giving the show a varying interpretation of the term "collection."
Yellowing water washes of "A Lady of
Elegant Fashion" and "19th Century Genre
Scene" dated the simple but elegant works
contributed by Gordon Hughes. While
mounted on raw wooden stands, and

W

New Carnagie Hall exhibit
showcases the private
collections of UM faculty
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'Evil,'few thrills,
not enough guts
By Derek Francis
Staff Writer
There are two things one
should expect from a decent
zombie flick — tons of gore and
lots of the walking dead. If you
pay admission to a zombie
movie then one should expect to
see zombies in the picture,
with
right? Unfortunately
"Resident Evil: Apocalypse" we
were treated to mostly wide
shots of zombie hordes and
almost entirely bloodless action.
I guess there's always the recent
release of the original "Dtwn of
the Dead" DVD to rent.
The sequel to the moderately
entertaining "Resident Evil,"
"Apocalypse" follows a bit
more closely to its videogame
predecessor in its storyline.
After an accident, Racoon City
has been contaminated by the
deadly T-Virus, which reanimates the dead. A group of survivors are left to fend for themselves including Alice, played
Jovovich, Jill
Milla
by
Valentine, played by Sienna
Guilory, and Carlos Olivera,
played by Oded Fehr. After
being captured by the sinister
Umbrella Corporation at the end
of the first movie, Alice is
blessed with bio-engineering
that drastically enhances her
strength and athletic abilities.
A former Umbrella scientist
makes contact with the rag-tag
group of survivors and promises
them escape from the city if

they can locate his daughter
who is trapped within a local
school building. All the while,
Nemesis, another bio-engineered human, is hunting the
group of heroes down.
Regrettably, this movie is not
nearly as exciting as it may
sound. For starters,I'm positive
the movie would have been best
had it been rated R. However,
we're left with PG-13 violence.
Most of the action is edited in a
fashion that makes it all blurry
and out of focus in some vague
attempt to artistic. This is
"Resident Evil: Apocalypse,"
not "Citizen Kane."
When Paul W.S. Anderson,
director of the first film,stepped
down and hired cameraman
Alexander Witt to take the
director's chair, it should have
been the first clue that this was
going to be less-than-quality
COURTESY PHOTO BY SCREEN GEMS
entertainment. It was mentioned
before but it needs to be ASS KICKING — Alice, played by Milla Jovovich, prepares to battle some zombies in the
addressed again: Where the hell newly released "Resident Evil: Apocalypse." Jovovich returns as the main character from
were the blood and guts for the 2002 film "Resident Evil."
God's sake? Horror fans deserve
more than the simple cutaways the bad ass Jill Valentine and the other. The writers of the and more ridiculous.
right before someone gets hilarious, pimpin' L.J. played by inevitable "Resident Evil 3"
"Apocalypse" isn't without a
"voted off the island" zombie- Mike Epps.
better be well-stocked with few shining moments. The
style.
So it seems as though the Ritalin to maintain some sem- zombie dogs were downright
It seems pointless to address only thing left saving this movie blance of focus in the next scary, there were indeed topless
hooker zombies — yes, you
the acting, or lack thereof. No would be a story. This movie's script.
one goes to see a horror flick for narrative is so disjointed that it
And then there's Nemesis. read correctly — and a jumpy
the Academy Award-winning was clear that Paul Anderson No amount of pre movie alco- moment
three.
So,
or
performances a la Sir Sidney (the film's writer) has a serious holic beverages could possibly "Apocalypse" isn't a total
Portier. However,for all the tra- case of Attention Deficit dull the pain that this ridiculous waste, just don't go and spend
ditional hackneyed acting that Disorder. Even when the sur- character creates. The make-up, seven bucks. Instead, spend
"Apocalypse" has to offer, it did vivors all team up, the plot the CGI, and let's not forget the those few extra dollars on tipdeliver some cool characters in jumps from this to that to the rocket launcher, it all gets more ping your delivery driver.

Neve Campbell bares all in new
sexually driven big-screen flick
By Joe Neumaier
Knight Ridder Tribune
News Service
NEW YORK — She's 30 and
feeling fearless, so Neve
Campbell had no hesitation
about diving into the all-encompassing sexuality of her latest
movie, "When Will I be
Loved." The former "Party of
Five" star plays Vera, a woman
who prowls Manhattan seeking
women and men to seduce, willing to trade a little sex for a lot
of power — or, in the case of a
media baron played by Dominic
Chianese, a lot of money.
"Five years ago I would have
been a bit intimidated by this
role, but now I'm more comfortable
with
myself,"
Campbell says. "It's a challenge
to find characters that are sexual but also intelligent. It was fun
to finally embrace that and not
push it away."
The first scene in James
Toback's drama is an intimate,
solo moment in the shower.
"My issue with nude scenes
is only when I feel that they're
added just for the sake of the
box office, with nothing to contribute to the film itself," she
explains.
"In this cases it was necessary
— you need to see my character

in a very raw place. I'm actually
only naked by myself, not in the
love scenes. And the story is all
about Vera's sexual exploration
and curiosity."
Raised in Toronto, Campbell
comes from a theatrical family:
Her mother ran a dinner theater
when Campbell was growing
up, and her father teaches high
school drama classes. Both her
older and younger brothers are
actors.
She
attended
Canada's
National School of Ballet, but
she turned from dance to acting
after an injury. When she got
the role of Julia Salinger on
"Party of Five" in 1994, she
didn't expect the drama about a
family of orphaned siblings to
be a hit.
"I thought that I'd get my •
green card with the pilot
episode, then go and do movies
— then the show went on for
six years!" Campbell says. "It
was a terrific experience, but it
was restricting. And then I did
"Scream" and that was a horror
film, which can also be limiting."
After "Scream 2" in
1997, she jumped at the chance
to play a bisexual bad girl in
1998's "Wild Things," with
Denise Richards and Matt
Dillon.

"That character, Suzie, was
more quirky than sexy, and she
was not supposed to be the
beautiful one," she says."I didn't want to be the typical girlnext-door. So I tried to play
weird characters."
Toback wanted Campbell to
be part of "Two Girls and a
Guy," his 1997 film about a
womanizer and his paramours,
but Campbell's agents did not
tell her about the offer. She says
she is not turned off by Toback's
reputation as an aficionado of
sexuality in all its forms.
"I had been eager to hire her
for a long time," says writerdirector Toback."Neve is exciting, smart and ready to try anything. What other actors find
intimidating, she gets off on.
And she has a great physical
grace — it makes her very unselfconscious."
Though she was married for
three years to Canadian actor
Jeffrey Colt, and has dated
actors John Cusack and
Matthew Lillard, Campbell says
she can relate to her character's
lifestyle.
"I've had my times when
I've wanted to just have fun and
explore, meet interesting people
but not make any full commitment," she says. "But overall,
I'm kind of a relationship girl."

The Maine Campus has teamed up with
EA Sports to provide students of liMaine
with the chance to win a copy of
"NASCAR Chase for the Cup 2005."
To be entered in the drawing,stop by The
Maine Campus office in the basement of
Memorial Union and fill out an entry
form, including, name, phone number,
gaining system preference and answer the
following trivia question:

What driver has won the
Daytona 500 the most times?
We will give away one copy for
Ilaystation 2, X-Box and Camecube.
Check next Thursday's edition for results.
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MUSIC NEWS
By Aerin Raymond
Staff Writer

also recorded a version of
Disney's "A Whole New World"
for the special edition DVD of
"Aladdin" to be released Oct. 5.

• The All Tomorrow's Parties
festival is to be held Nov. 6 and
• Broadway songwriter and
7 at the Queen Mary in Long
Beach, Calif. The event, to be lyricist Fred Ebb died Saturday,
headed up by Modest Mouse, Sept. 11, of a heart attack at his
will also have performances by New York home. He was 71
The Shins and the Flaming Lips. years old. Best known for coRecently added to the bill were writing songs for musicals such
Lou Reed,The Walkmen and the as "Chicago" and "Cabaret,"
Ebb and his song writing partner
Eagles of Death Metal.
John Kander won Tony Awards
their scores to "Cabaret,"
for
The first day's line up will
of the Year" and "Kiss
"Woman
Reed,
Mouse,
Modest
include
The Black Heart Procession, of the Spider Woman."
Sufjan Stevens, Lungfish, Willy
Kander and Ebb also
Mason, Explosions in the Sky,
an Academy Award
received
Wolf Parade and White Hassle.
Hassle's song "Life Is Still nominations for "I Move On"
Sweet" was the inspiration for from the 2002 movie musical
Modest Mouse's recent hit "Chicago." The song also
received a Grammy nomination.
"Float On."
Ebb also co-wrote the anthem
• After being on a hiatus "New York, New York" for the
since their 2001 "Black and 1977 Martin Scorsese film,
Blue" album, the Backstreet which Frank Sinatra recorded a
Boys recently confirmed a num- version of.
ber of international tour dates
Funeral services were held
for the fall. Kicking off Friday,
Sept. 17 at the House of Blues in Sept. 14 at an undisclosed locaLake Buena Vista, Fla., the tour tion.
will also hit spots in China,
• Famed artists The Strokes
Japan and Mexico City through
Oct. 16. BSB will donate a por- and Blondie will perform at a
tion of the money earned from Johnny Ramone benefit for
the Sept. 24 show in Beijing to Cedars Sinai Cancer Research
Special Olympics International. Center and the Lymphoma
Cancer Research Foundation.
The event will be held Oct. 8
• Jessica Simpson has been
chosen to play Daisy Duke in at the New York club Spirit,
the film adaptation of the TV with additional acts to be
show "The Dukes of Hazzard." announced. Ramone is battling
Actors Sean William Scott, of prostate cancer, while The
American Pie and Bulletproof Ramones' front man Joey
Monk,and Johnny Knoxville, of Ramone died from lymphoma in
Jackass, have already been cast 2001.
as the duo Bo and Luke.
According to the Ramones'
The film will be directed by
Broken Lizard comedy troupe official Web site, Johnny is
member Jay Chandrasekhar, working on his memoirs with
best known for directing "Super Washington Times reporter Steve
Miller, while Drummer Marky
Troopers" and "Club Dread."
Ramone's personal film footage
Simpson recently weapped up of the band will be unveiled in
her summer tour of her latest the Image Entertainment docualbum "In This Skin." Simpson mentary "Ramones Raw," due
and husband Nick Lachey have out Sept. 28.
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them — all without swearing, a
refreshing feat in today's rap
world.
The title track and lead single
When Bad Boy Mase decided starts the CD on a positive note,
to leave the rapping community a laid back tune, the theme of
in 1999 to devote his life to God, the song is just Mase slapping
the genre lost one of it's most himself on the back, rapping
promising acts. While his sopho- about how the "game" has
more effort, Double Up,failed to missed him, but a good song,
nonetheless. However, I'm
impress, it was
not sure I will ever forgive
that
obvious
him for wearing a T-shirt
was
Mase
with a giant picture of his
walking away
own face on it, in one of his
from a talented
videos. There's vain, but this is
career.
whole new meaning for the
a
However,
word.
five years later,
One of the best tracks on the
the allure of
CD,"My Harlem Lullaby," feamoney, fame,
tures a nice beat, catchy hook,
sex, and mostand Mase seeming to enjoy himimportantly P.
self."This is for all of my people,
have 1*-4
Diddy,
who stood beside me and still
brought Mase
drop-top cars and SUVs,
believe,
back into the
and shopping sprees,
flights
05
spotlight.
you want to be," he
where
is
this
Welcome Back,
topics may be a
the
While
raps.
that
proves
Mase is still as talented as he bit generic, it's the beat and flaonce was and has the ability to vor of the song that makes it a
drop rhymes with the best of standout.

Welcome Back
Mase
Bad Boy

continued touring and eventually
recording a new CD.
With these things in mind,I was
very apprehensive of the new CD,
fearing the band would be a shell
When Taking Back Sunday's of its former self. Luckily, for
Adam Lazzara sings "I've got a fans of the band and punk music,
Back Sunday was able to
bad feeling about this" in "A Taking
where they left off
continue
Decade Under the Influence," he is
a beat.
missing
without
pretty much summarizing my preis both very
CD
new
The
release fears of the band's new CD,
to their freshsounding
similar
You
"Where
man release, but yet very difWant To Be."
— as cliched as that
ferent
the
After
may sound. The band continues
band's impresits unique sound of using dual
2002
sive
vocalists, layering their singing
release "Tell All
over each other.
Your Friends,
The themes of the songs are also
second
"the
similar to their older songs,
very
and
vocalist
about girls and relationships
mostly
bassist left the
nothing groundbreaking. They
—
band due to
are able to retain their ability of
some 90210making the most seemingly stupid
style drama of
acts seem mature. "Well I flicked
someone dating
on every switch that I could find on
someone else's
my way out,just to keep you busy,
sister, leaving
just to make you angry,just because
the five-person
you were right," is an example of
band in disarray.
some of the immature lyrics that the
However, the band quickly
band is able to pull off.
replaced the two members and

The CD does suffer a bit near the end, as it battles
mediocrity at times, but for the
most part, it is a very solid CD.P.
Diddy joins in on the act in
"Breathe, Stretch, Shake," a
decent appearance, but for some
reason, I expected more for the
rap mogul.
Fans of Mase back in his
Harlem World days will be very
pleased, and rap fans in general
should welcome hiS new contributions, and take a listen to what
he has to offer.

Where You Want To Be
Taking Back Sunday
Victory Records

***

**-0

The band's sound is different
than their previous effort, though,
harder and less catchy in many
places. In all honesty, the two
albums probably should not be
compared, because they are two
distinctively different works.
Overall, the CD works very
well, with every one of the 11
songs worth listening to, fans of
the band should be pleased with
what the new-look band has created.
—Matt Kearney

Watch what you drink
Drinking alcohol may be fun, but the

Tequila (40 percent alcohol) - 65 calories

fun comes at a price. Most alcohol is

Jager (shot) - 103 calories

stacked with calories and over the course

Manhattan (2.5 oz.) - 130 calories

of the night, your calorie intake could

Piña Colada (4.5 oz.) - 260 calories

soar over 1,000. Here is a breakdown of

Screwdriver(7 oz.) - 180 calories

the amount of calories found in a few of

Whiskey Sour(3 oz.) - 125 calories

your favorite drinks:

Margarita(3 oz.) - 170 calories
Bud Light(12 oz.) - 107 calories
Coors Light(12 oz.) - 102 calories

Vodka,80 proof(shot) - 69 calories

Miller Lite (12 oz.) - 97 calories

Rum,80 proof(shot) - 69 calories

Champagne(4 oz.) - 85 calories

H + A -1-qtril
Beat your meat, not your spouse.
At the University Bookstore.
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WMEBTop30
1 Bjork • Medulla
2 Libertines • The Libertines
3 They Might Be Giants • The Spine
4 Interpol • Radio [EP]
5 Clinic • Winchester Cathedral
6 Medeski Martin and Wood • End Of The World Party
(Just In Case)
7 Saul Williams • Saul Williams
8 Palomar • Palomar III: Revenge Of Palomar
9 Ribo Kiley • More Adventurous
10 Future Soundtrack for America • Various Artists
11 The Cure • The Cure
12 King Missile III • Royal Lunch
13 Guitar Wolf • Love Rock
14 Fiery Furnaces • Blueberry Boat
15 Old Enough to Know Better: 15 Years of Merge Records
• Various Artists
16 Mae Shi • Terrorbird
17 Wicker Park • Soundtrack
18 Head Automatica • Decadence
19 Mike Watt • The Secondman's Middle Stand
20 Mooney Suzuki • Alive and Amplified
21 Rock Against Bush Vol. 2• Various Artists.
22 Killers • Hot Fuss
23 Omar A. Rodriguez-Lopez•A Manual Dexterity Soundtrack

Vol. 1
24 M83• Dead Cities, Red Seas and Lost Ghosts
25 Comas• Conductor
26 Gary Wilson • Mary had Brown Hair
27 Kings of Convenience • Riot on an Empty Street
28 Beastie Boys•To the 5 Boroughs
29 Lamb of God • Ashes of the Wake
30 Revolver Modele • Revolver Modele
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ART
From Page 10
was in the art of gathering. She felt
that the acts of harvesting, gathering and growing all feed her art
practices literally and figuratively.
Another installation done by
Owen Smith is a wall filled with
300 scissors confiscated after Sept.
11 in California. The scissors varied in intimidation level; from
plastic children-safe scissors and
compact sewing scissors to sharp
dagger-like ones. Each was placed
like a threatening specimen in a
clear plastic bag by order of size
and tacked to the wall.
Many professors shared etchings, lithographs, intaglio prints
and silkscreen. James Linehan had
a collection based on personal
encounters, a private timeline of
sorts, while Susan Groce and
Thomas Judge's collection was of
an artist who's politically motivated work inspired detailed, expressive works.
There were several variations
of wood exhibited. Along with
photographs, Nina Sutcliffe
showed off her graceful piece,
"Falcon," by John McMurray,and
Ed Nadeau his "Canoe," a simple
abstract made from glued wood
with interesting surface texture

www
TATTOO
maine campus
om
From Page 10

spine, the more intense the pain.
It should be assumed that pain
would be associated with tattooMc because the actual art of tattooing is a process of deep prick-

College students,
buy an iPod and a PowerBook
or iBook and get $200 back:
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Collector and faculty member Sam Van Aken donated his
collection entitled "Aesthetic Variations on the Hand-Tied
Caddis Fly" to Carnagie Hall's "The Faculty Collects" exhibit.
and muted blue paint. I found Grillo displayed the generations of
myself most fascinated by Wayne cameras used within his family
Hall's contribution to the wood and cited the importance of taking
element of the show. He collected a step back and "looking at the
discarded wood paneling over the importance of our cumulative cresummer from homes being dis- ativity" to really appreciate the
mantled in North Carolina, and final product. Bonnie Bishop
saw a new product from them. exhibited a assemblage of paper
When sanded down,and looked at sample books that she had
with a very sensitive eye,minimal- received over the years as a bookist landscapes emerged from the maker, and saw each of them as
wood and old paint. He claims that "little gifts".
The Faculty Collects opens
the pieces he contributed were not
"found" art, but finally just Sept. 10 through Oct.8 2004 in the
Carnegie Galleries on campus.
noticed.
Bonnie Bishop and Michael Gallery hours are 9 to 4 p.m.
Grillo both found interesting col- weekdays in Carnegie Hall,
lections within their own fields. University of Maine.
ing and pigmenting the skin.
When choosing a tattoo make
Tattooing, besides the cave sure that it that has meaning to
paintings in Lasceaux, France, is you and that it will not have a
one of the earliest originations of problem being on your body for
art. To this day, it remains the your lifetime. Do: Enjoy this
most commonly expressed form form or art rarely given enough
of art. Using the body as a palette credit. Do Not: Come back from
is not only an expression of indi- spring break with Shaniqua
viduality, it is a record of a time inked on you. You don't know
and emotion.
Shaniqua.

'Buy an Pod and a Powerflook or Mot*(excluding iPod mini and
12-inch Wool( with CD-ROM)from the Apple stole for Education
Individuals or a partkipating Authorized Campus Roselle( between
July 7,2004,and September 25.2004,and receive a 5200 maiTin
rebate. Terms and Conditions apply,

et,t

,,,,o.....teAct

Computer Connution
145 Memorial Union,
Orono,ME 04405
(207)581-2513)
800-261-5543
computecconnectionturnitmaine.eciu
http:llccweb.umecit.nriaineedu
XpOr,

the,
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Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
Aries
March 21 to April 20
Your workload is lightening up, and
there will be more time for romance.
It may still be hard to arrange that
special date, however, due to other
committments. Be creative.

twle-RSIovic
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You think about all of the .
Taurus
April 21 to May 20
Giving up your time is an issue
you need to think about. If the
long-term benefits are good
enough, they outweigh a current
annoyance.
Gemini
May 21 to June 21
You're reaching out and learning
new ways of looking at everything.
You love this, but don't forget that
you also have loved ones who
need you at home. Don't forget
them. They still need a lot of your
attention and time.
Cancer
June 22 to July 22
As you get into the project, you'll
find more and moer that you want
to do. Get used to this. It'll get even
worse over the next few weeks.
Leo
July 23 to August 22
Staying in touch with what you
know, through faith and love, is
right. You can convince a skeptic
by the example that you set.
Virgo
Aug. 23 to Sept. 22
Your ego should be in good
shape by now, so set it aside for
a while. Concentrate on devising
a plan to serve more efficiently.
Libra
Sept. 23 to Oct. 23
Jupiter, symbolizing abundance,
is coming into your sign. What
rewards and awards might you
achieve over the coming year?
Put in for any that come along.
Your skills and status are high.
Scorpio
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22
You're stubborn, and your beliefs
are solid arid secure. Understanding
other perspectives will deepen your
certainty while expanding your influence in the community. It's a good
skill to develop.
Sagittarius
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
You may have been going forward
on faith, but the facts are beginning to prove that what you knew
instinctively is finally being proven.
Science and philosophy are coming into alignment and not a
moment too soon.
Capricorn
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20
The more wavering you see at
the top, the more valuable you
become. Your ability to make
decisions is appreciated — and
its marketable.
Aquarius
Jan. 21 to Feb. 18
Don't despair if a loved one simply can't understand what the
heck it is that you're talking about.
This is your cue to organize your
thoughts and words — soon.
Pisces
Feb. 19 to March 20
Amazingly, the more you complete, the less there is to be
done. This isn't as funny as it
may sound. The workload drops
exponentially. You'll see.

I love just lying on

(
sky.
staring at the
the grass
7
( 7-

fun stuff you
haven't
done in awhile...
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Blind as a Bat

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Masseuse
employer
4 Actress Moore
8 Perfect society
14 That man
15 "Havana" star
Lena
16 Seattle pros
17 Etching process
19 Astonishes
20 Feminist Orbach
21 Dawn lawn layer
23 Movie industry,
casually
24 Swarm
25 Kind of
mushroom
27 Paper quantity
30 Want
31 N.A. reindeer
33 Diamond stat
34 Long-time
companions
36 Got by
39 Paradigms
40 Some football
plays
44 Exist
45 More whimsical
46 Ford fuel
49 Polanski film
51 Bear and Berra
52 Bathe
53 Unhappy
55 N.T. book
56 Cowboy's rope
57 Slurs over
60 Went over again
62 Doddering
63 Writer
Murdoch
64 Wrap up
65 Lansbury or
Bassett
66 Egyptian
cobras
67 Pig's digs
DOWN
1 Type of daisy
2 Provoked
3 Entertains
4 Overplay the
TLC
5 New Haven
alum
6 Island south of
Luzon
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7 Temporary
8 Made in the
9 Burial place
10 Studio sign
11 Italian eatery
12 Word before
bag or box
13 Mooncalf
18 Objective
22 Karrie of the
LPGA
25 Stonework
26 Fletcher and
Lasser
28 Victim of Cain
29 Wide shot
31 Enciphered
32 Cow feature
34 Busy bug
35 _ Plaines, IL
36 CoIl. entrance
exams
37 Subdivision
division
38 Salad topping
41 Destitute
42 African nation
43 Wood fragments

Solutions
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vidoln
46 Jagged cuts
47 Agreement
48 Threadbare
Hawkins
50
Day
52 Used to be
54 Wooded valley

10130

Vd

56 Young girl
57 NASA's ISS
partner
58 Berman or
Cariou
59 Red or Yellow
61 Groovy

SEX MATTERS with Sandy Caron

Autoerotic hanging deadlier than you think
commonly
than
neck, which causes reduced spread
oxygen to the brain, can assumed. Families of victims
enhance erotic pleasure and are often confused about the
orgasm. They will devise vari- sexual nature of the death and
ous hanging techniques from are embarrassed about reporting
Let me begin by stating that which they can cut themselves it as such. Partly for the same
this is a very dangerous prac- loose prior to loosing con- reason, the dangers of this kind
tice — too often leading to sciousness. What these indi- of bondage have not been wideby
asphyxiation. viduals do not realize is how ly publicized to young people.
death
According to Gary Kelly, easy it is to lose consciousness
Dr. Sandra L. Caron is a proauthor of "Sexuality Today," when pressure is placed on the
of human sexuality at the
fessor
the
neck.
The
carotid
artery
in
accidental
hanging
is
autoerotic
death from pressure placed FBI estimates that between 500 University of Maine. To submit a
around the neck during mastur- and 1,000 people die acciden- question to Dr. Caron or chat with
bation. Some people, usually tally each year from this sort of your peers, visit www.College
boys or men, have found that sexual activity. It is believed SexTalk.com. Copyright Sandra
wearing a noose around the that the practice is more wide- L. Caron, 2002.
I've heard of the practice of
"autoerotic hanging." Could
you explain what it is?
Male, sophomore, Youngstown

There's nothing
to do in this town.

or those of you that don't
already know, I wear
glasses. Not your normal, everyday glasses.
No, unfortunately my glasses are
the type that could be used to
start a fire should I ever find
myself stranded on a desert
island somewhere.
This is good, because being
that I wear glasses, everyone
tends to automatically assume
that I'm the bookish type that
wouldn't be any help whatsoever
on a desert island and I would
probably be abandoned and left to
fend for myself before the first
day was out. This would be really bad, because eventually my
glasses would break, leaving me
completely and utterly helpless.
Can you imagine if Tom Hanks
had to wear glasses when he was
stranded on a desert island and
then broke them? It would have
probably taken him a week to figure out that Wilson was a volleyball once he broke them and even
then he would have had to hold it
real close in order to tell.
Where was I? Oh yeah, I wear
glasses. Words alone cannot do
justice when you're trying to
explain to someone that doesn't
wear glasses just how annoying
they are. To those of you out
there that don't: I hate you and
your 20/20 vision.
They're horrible, these glasses. People like barbers and dentists are always politely asking
me to remove them before they
begin, which always makes me
feel naked and paranoid. The
barber could be using hedge trimmers on my bangs — I have no
way of knowing what he's doing
until he says he's done, at which
point I can put my glasses back
on and discover that I'm bald or
have profanity shaved into the
back of my scalp. I also hate barbers. Especially ones that don't
wear glasses.
Dentists leave me feeling even
more insecure than barbers. I sit
down in that uncomfortably
reclined chair and within seconds
not only have my glasses been
removed, but they're sitting on
some table way out of reach. As
a result, unless the dentist actually has his hands in my mouth, I
have no way of knowing if he's
still in the building, much less in
the room. This leaves me two
options: Either sit there with the
uncomfortable fluoride device
wedged in my mouth and hope
that he hasn't forgotten about me,
or fire off a bunch of random
remarks designed to elicit a
response from any and all in ear
shot, much like a bat using sonar.
Unfortunately, this leaves me
covered in drool (ever tried talking with one of those in your
mouth? Don't). Not an attractive
game plan.
Swimming is the worst —
thank God my girlfriend hates
pools. I used to get dragged to
pools and beaches all the time
where the people I was with, if
you can imagine, would actually
expect me to join them in the
water. Not only did this mean
that I had to take my glasses off,
but that I had to leave them
behind in some unsafe area where
any random shmuck could just
walk up and step on a few hundred dollars worth of face-wear.

F

Rambling
Fool
By Benjamin Jarvela
"Come," they would say,
"play Frisbee with us in the
water." Great idea. How are you
supposed to catch something you
can't see until it's actually hit
you in the face? I swear this has
happened — I'm standing in the
water, sans spectacles, hoping to
God nobody remembers I'm
there and tries to throw the
Frisbee in my direction. Of
course, someone does, and it hits
me right in the nose. Having
been hit in the face, my hands
naturally start to go up where
they, completely unintentionally,
catch the Frisbee. What do I try
to do? Pass it off like I meant to
catch it, as if getting hit in the
face was all part of my master
Frisbee catching plan. Brilliant.
Meanwhile, two of my friends
are drowning in the surf, laughing, having watched me try to
pass this off as something I
meant to do.
Joining the Navy didn't
improve my situation much. Just
like everyone else who wears
glasses, I was given those oh-soattractive big brown plastic
frames (granted, mine took an
extra two weeks to special order).
Unlike most of my comrades-inlens though, mine weighed
approximately 15 pounds and
actually kept me from lifting my
head. What good is semi-perfect
vision if all you can see is the
floor?
"Hey, nice shoes."
I've tried wearing contacts.
Actually, I have a pair sitting
in my bathroom should I ever
get the urge to put them on, at
least until they get old and dry
out, anyway. The problem with
contacts though, and I'm no
exception to this, is that anyone who wears them tends to
look all red-eyed and puffy like
they have some horrible eye
infection if they've had the
contacts on for more than five
minutes.
"That's not contagious, is it?"
Eye-puffiness aside, people
who wear contacts always seem
to suffer some other horrible side
effect.
"Yeah, my sister used to wear
contacts but then one of them slid
up under her eyelid and got in her
bloodstream and went to her
brain and now she can't do
math."
I guess I really shouldn't complain. I still manage to get
around, albeit with the horrible
fear that my glasses will break
one day while I'm in public and
leave me incapable of driving
home. I just wanted to wallow
around in my own self-pity for
awhile. Those of you with more
annoying or painful medical aliments can feel free to send me
lurid descriptions, with pictures
if you like. I promise to give each
of them my full attention. I just
won't have my glasses on when I
read them.
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Hockey season looms on horizon for Black Bears
By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus
As the ice goes in at the Alfond
Arena, the University of Maine
men's hockey team prepares to
start another trek from October to
April to win the national championship.
"Of course we want to win
East
Hockey
another
Championship and win another
national championship," said
head coach Tim Whitehead."We
know it is going to be just as
tough as last year and we are
excited for the challenge."
There are a few new aspects
the team that has added over the
summer. The Alfond itself is
undergoing renovation with the
new Shaun Walsh Center. The
hockey offices have now been
moved outside to the trailers until
its completion.
As far as the team goes, the

top two scorers, Colin Shields
and Todd Jackson, the top
defenseman Preston Ryan,number two goaltender Frankie
Doyle, and a second line ox
named Dustin Penner are all
gone. Penner left early to play
with the Anaheim Mighty
Ducks, Jackson signed with the
Red Wings, Ryan with the
Columbus Blue Jackets, and
Doyle to the Phoenix Coyotes.
Ray Jean is gone now as well,
transferring to get more playing
time at D-III Bentley College in
Luciano
Massachusetts.
Aquino, who was expected to
star here at UMaine, left as well
for major juniors. One final
departure of note is Cameron
Lyall who came up big in key
situations for the bears in the
post season.
"We lost quite a few guys
before last season, top guys,
including Francis Nault who

would have been one of our top
defenseman, and we are looking
at this year very similarly as last
year," said Whitehead.
Last season, the Bears finished
the regular season ranked number
one in the country and went on to
win the Hockey East tournament.
They were finally knocked out
after a series of nail biters in the
National Championship game by
the University of Denver. After
losing so many the new additions
will have to step up.
Leading the way this year are
co-captains Jeff Mushaluk and
John Ronan. However, look to
Derek Damon, Greg Moore,
Michel Leveille, Mike Lundin
and of course the nation's top
goalie last season Jimmy Howard
to -lead the way for the Black
Bears this season. They will also
be joined by many new faces.
The new Black bears come
from all over North America. The

first of which is Wes Clark, a for- defenseman from Sherwood Park,
ward from the Milton Icehawks Alberta. However, Maxwell has a
who had 57 pts in Toronto area's scorers touch from the blue line.
PJHL. Next is Keenen Hopson, He had 57 pts this season in the
one of the most acknowledged Alberta Junior Hockey league for
players to come to the Black the Sherwood Park Crusaders.
The big man at the point this
Bears. Hopson was the Prince
George Spruce Kings MVP last year may be Tim Ramsey. The 6season, tallying 100 pts in 58 3,211 pound defenseman from the
games with 10 powerplay goals Salmon Arm Silverbacks, knows
and 5 shorthanded goals. His how to tack on the points, as well.
brother John is also here but is He also tallied 57 points for his
red-shirted, he will practice but team this past year scoring more
not play. John Hopson is a trans- goals than assists from the point.
The third string goaltender
fer from Alaska-Anchorage.
Matt Lundin, Mike's little replacing Jean is Ryan Shelley, a
brother, is a goaltender from Maine native, who spent last seaApple Valley High School in son playing for the Portland
Minnesota. Lundin had a 2.26 Pirates. Shelley looks to give a litG.A.A. paired with a .941 save tle friendly competition to the
percentage meriting him the slot second string goalie Lundin.
The Bears get underway
as the Blackbears number two
goalie behind Jimmy Howard, as October 3rd at the University of
well as being named the top goal- Vermont before a home series the
next weekend against the
tender in the state.
Tim Maxwell is a smaller University of North Dakota.

A fan plays devil's advocate in Red Sox Nation
However, on Sunday, the weather became too dangerous to travel, and the Devil Rays were
New England baseball fans forced to delay their flight and
will never support the New York miss their scheduled start versus
Yankees. Any opportunity to the Yankees.
Yankees general manager,
fuel Yankee hatred is more than
welcomed, as was the case with Brian Cashman, and President,
the Yankees request for a forfeit Randy Levine, were not upset
of Monday's postponed game because Tampa missed the game,
versus Tampa Bay. However, it or because they chose to stay at
seems as though people are home during the storm,but rather
ignoring the facts of the case and because they didn't foresee
potential problems with leaving
jumping straight to opinion.
late. If Tampa had told the
so
The Commissioner's office
office last
Commissioner's
told the Yankees that Tampa
their game
following
Friday,
at
Monday
by
town
in
be
would
the latest, ready to play the dou- with Detroit, that because of the
bleheader. The Commissioner's situation, the Monday doubleoffice then requested that Tampa header at New York had to be
alternative
leave town Friday night (when cancelled, then
have been
could
arrangements
to
Saturday,
or
left)
Detroit
avoid possible travel problems. made. However when a team
Hearing this, the Devil Rays decides it's more convenient to
administration notified Bob not show up for a scheduled start
DuPuy, MLB President, that time, many problems arise. To
they were unable to secure a support their point, Cashman
charter, and that they would reminded the Commissioner's
Sunday. office of last year's September
sometime
leave
18 game versus Baltimore, when
By Matt Mcgraw
For The Maine Campus

Hurricane Isabel was ripping
through the Mid-Atlantic. After
five innings with the Orioles, the
game was suspended and made
up the following week. Cashman
acknowledged that natural disasters are not new to the sport,
however the proper steps need to
be followed so that every team
can have equal guidelines in
times of potential disasters.
Cashman and Levine did not
demand a forfeit from the
league. They sent in a request
be
that Tampa's actions
"Ultimately, all
reviewed.
we've asked for is for the second
game to be moved to the end of
the season," Cashman said. "If
[the Commissioner's office]
determine that the directives
from Major League Baseball
were not followed, then that
game should be considered a forfeit. If their directives were followed and they couldn't get out,
then we play the game, if necessary, at the end of the year."
The request for the league to
review their course of actions

doesn't sound like a demand at
all, but rather a reasonable
request after Tampa had clearly
caused an inconvenience.
On another note, directed at
the motives of Tampa's choice to
stay in town, I'm not entirely
sure that their decision can be
rationalized.
completely
Although I do not have housing
records of all the Tampa Bay
players, I can put together some
reasonable logic that says the
majority of their players were not
really at home with their families. Eight of the Devil Rays
players, on their 29 man roster,
are younger than 24, and likely
do not have families they need to
support. Regardless of that, on
Tampa's roster eight players are
from countries other than the
U.S.A., and only six players
were born or attended school in
the state of Florida. To me, this
means that most of the Tampa
Bay lineup makes their permanent home outside of Florida.
The league also made no
accommodations for players on

other MLB teams, who live in
the Tampa area, or the
Caribbean, which was another
location seriously damaged by
the hurricanes. If these players
wanted to take a few days off
and see if their families were
safe and sound, they weren't
granted this special privilege.
To be fair to the rest of the
league, Tampa cannot start taking days off to accommodate
what they feel is right, without
clearance from the league.
Cashman, Levine and the
Yankees felt that Tampa went
about things in an improper
manner, and asked the league to
review the case and act in accordance with league rules. I truly
feel that the Yankees had every
right to put in the request that
they did, even though I am not a
Yankee fan. Furthermore, I
agree with Selig's ruling, but I
am not in any way ashamed of
the Yankees, or upset with their
actions. Besides, if the game
were at Fenway, what would
Theo Epstein do?

(We are looking for people who like people.

me get through college,' -1)4 ,
and now I'm on the fast-track to success.
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New Account Specialists
*Convenient schedules
•Performance-based incentives
•Length-of-service pay increasest
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For more information, call
(207)886-0700
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MBNA
16 Godfrey Drive
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FOR SALE
Candy vending route for
sale. 50 all cash high traffic
locations. $18,000 annual
income. Cost $3,000 1-800568-1392 or www.vendingthatworks.com
1991 Subaru Loyale
Wagon, automatic, 147K,
runs well, $700- Tel. 8847989
Travel
MAKE YOUR OWN
HOURS
All you do is sell the
Hawaiian Tropic Break
2005 Travel Program

Represent an American
Ecpress "Student Travel"
Comapny
Garunteed Highest
Commision,Free Trips &
Great for Resume
Your pay equas your efforts
AMERICAN STUDENT
Vacations 1-800-336-2260
www.americanstudent.info
CAMPUS REPS! SPRING
BREAKERS!
Earn $$ or discount
for all the HOT Spring
Break trips!
NEW - Las Vegas! Puerto
Vallarta!
28 Years of Travel

TWO Free Trips - 15 travellers
1-866-SPRINGBreak
www.usaspringbreak.com
Help Wanted
Contract web-work/
Graphic skill is necessary.
Thepurpleceo@aol.com
Advertise in The Maine
Campus. Call 581-1273
between 8:30 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. to place your classified
advertisement.
www.mainecampus.com
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FORWARD MARCH — Justin Stockford blows past an Army player during Maine's first home game of the season on Sept. 3. Maine will play Sacred
Heart in Connecticut this Friday.

Men's soccer continues road trip with stops in Conn., NYC
By Ryan Clark
For The Maine Campus
After winning their first game
on the road, the University of
Maine men's soccer team will be
hoping to continue their winning
ways when they face Sacred
Heart on Friday. The Black Bears
finish up their trip with a match
against Manhattan on Sunday.
In their last game against the
University of Massachusetts at
Amherst, the Black Bears were
able to garner a 3-1 victory.
Freshmen Jimmy Velas and Joe
Corey both tallied goals in the
victory. On Monday, Velas was
named the America Fast's rookie
of the week.
Saturday's game also saw the

return of Gabriel Germano, who thing as we did last year," said only our third game," said junior
was sidelined due to a knee injury. Friend. "It's all about being able Ben Wilcox."I would have to say
Junior midfielder Cooper Friend to stick to our system and play our that our second-half performance
also made his return after serving game."
against UMass was probably the
a suspension for a violation of
As for Sacred Heart, the Black best we have played all season."
team rules.
Bears ,defeated the Pioneers 3-2
"I feel that with our guys who
"I think that we have the abili- last season thanks to a late goal by are returners combined with our
ty to go really far, but we need to
new players, we have the ability
work on some things," Friend
to go beyond where we went last
UM V. MANHATTAN
said. "Right now, it's all about
season," said Wilcox.
SUNDAY, SEPT 19
team chemistry and trying to get
Once the Black Bears comNEW YORK
the ball to the forwards."
plete their games against the
During last year's campaign,
Jaspers and the Pioneers, their
the Black Bears were able to midfielder
Kevin
Forgett. final game of their road trip will
defeat the Jaspers 1-0 at Alumni Forgett's goal not only helped have them travel to Durham,
Field. Even though the game will Maine win the game, but it also N.H., on Sept. 25 to face the
not be at home this year, the saw the Black Bears go back to University of New Hampshire.
Black Bears still want to stay .500 which is something that they Although they will be done with
their road trip, the team will not
within their system and style of hope to exceed this season.
"For the most part I thought play in Orono until October 6.
play.
"We should try to do the same we were pretty solid and it was Even though their game against

Harvard is counted as a home
game, the Black Bears will face
them in Brunswick.
After their game against
Harvard, the Black Bears will
travel to Burlington to face the
University of Vermont on Sept.
25. The game will not only see
the start of conference play for
the Black Bears, but it will
serve as a homecoming for
Wilcox and keeper Chad
Mongeon. Both players are
from nearby Essex and Essex
Junction.
"The game against UVM is
something that I am definitely
looking forward to," Wilcox said.
"All my family and friends will
be there, plus I know a lot of players on their team."

ence. Atherley then proceeded to
guide the Black Bears to the most
wins since 1997.
In the following two years, both
coaches would guide their respected squads with steady progress.

prise anyone when it came to
men's soccer.
The spotlight though seemed to
shine the brightest on the lady
Black Bears in 2003, when they
finished with one of the best performances of any sports team on
the year. In 2003,Maine advanced
to the America East Championship
game in its first-ever postseason
appearance, and finished in a 0-0
tie with Boston University. The
Terriers eventually advanced to the
NCAA Tournament via penalty
kicks. Throughout the season the
Black Bears rewrote the record
books while compiling a record of
13-3-3. Atherley led Maine to 13
wins, five more than the previous
high set in 1996. Maine also set
school records for most shutouts,
11, most goals scored, 40, fewest
goals allowed, 13, and fewest losses,3. The Black Bears allowed just
0.65 goals per contest.
So, with the 2004 campigan
under way,there are new goals and
new expectations floating around
Orono and fittingly so. Soccer is
finally getting the deserved attention that has always eluded it here,
and we can thank Evans and
Athlerley for that.

totaled five conference wins, the
most in school history among their
ten total victories.
As if scripted like an afterFrom Page 20
school movie, the two joined
as a team captain in his final sea- forces on the men's bench in the
son, when he was selected to the late nineties, with Atherley coachNew England Intercollegiate ing both men's and women's socSoccer League All-Stars and cer in 1999. Then, in 2000,
Maine Collegiate All-State teams. Atherley left to coach the women's
Along the way he established him- program, leaving Evans to guide
self as one of the program's best the reins of the men's program.
players. After his run at the record Both coaches would have drastibooks on the field,Atherley moved cally different debut seasons. For
to the sidelines where he took over Evans, the first year featured its
as head coach of the men's team in share of troublesome times. The
the early '90s. As head coach, Black Bears turned out a dismal 3Atherley quickly made his pres- 11-2 record. The record, however,
ence known earning the title of was an improvement from the preMaine Collegiate Coach of the vious year — seemingly foreshadYear in 1994,when he led the team owing the
distant future.
to its first conference tournament Atherley's first year, on the other
appearance since 1990. The same hand, was one that featured a few
year,Atherley tied the school mark more accolades. His 2000 freshfor consecutive wins with six. In
man class ranked among the top 50
the regular season, Maine emerged
in the nation by Soccer Buzz
victorious against nationally- online magazine and amongst his
ranked Brown,shedding some lim- recruits was the first high school
ited spotlight on the program.
All-American in program history.
Atherley then proceeded to follow As well as the programs first high
up his record-setting 1994 season
school All-American the team
With the school's best season since
boosted four players with
1990 in 1995. The Black Bears Canadian National Team experi-

COACHES

came in 2003, one of the finest
years for either program.
With small expectations from
everyone but themselves, the
men's soccer team crafted a marvelous run at the postseason in
2003. The Black Bears took the
form of a team that refused to be
kept down. So, with little press
As if scripted like an attention
or local interest,the Black
Bears snatched seven impressive
after-school movie, the victories throughout the regular
season to help send them into their
two joinedforces on first postseason appearance since
1994. Although the Black Bears
the men's bench in the eventually lost in the first round to
Hartford,the road to the game had
late '90s
proven more important then maybe
the game itself. The Black Bears
had surprised many doubters within the league and confirmed their
Evans guided his squad to high- talent and skill. The Black Bears
profile victories over Dartmouth finished the season with a 7-8-1
and Binghamton, while in 2002 record, two all-conference selecteam tions in sweeper Cooper Friend and
women's
Athlerley's
snatched the second biggest win rookie forward Gabriel Germano,
total in school history with a record and a America East Coach of the
of 7-8-1. For the men's and year award for Evans. It was a fitwomen's soccer programs, the ting honor for Evans, who had
winds of change had begun to roll steered the Black Bears through
through the campus. However, some of their roughest years. The
Maine's biggest and swiftest Black Bears had returned to promiassault on the college soccer world nence; no longer would Maine sur-
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STARE-DOWN - Northern

Colorado recieves the ball in a rare offense moment in last weekend's face off with Maine. The Black Bears won 38-0 in their
first home game of the year.

Robb Smith phrased it well
today when he said 'they put
their pants on the same way we
do'," said Gordon. "They are
not superhuman or unbeatable,
From Page 20
the way with 16 total tackles in and we need to keep this in our
the first two games. Willie mind and play our game."
Maine may not change its
Evans and Corey Clark each
preparation, but Cosgrove does
tally 13 stops for MSU.
"When you look at their tape believe the team must raise its
they have a professional feel to performance in order to be sucit ... it's a step above 1-AA cessful.
"The thing I told our guys
Cosgrove.
football," said
was, we're going down there
"They just play so fast."
Maine is well aware of the and we're going to prepare to
importance of this history mak- win a football game," Cosgrov
ing game for its program, but said. "We're not going to
won't prepare any different change anything other than,
then it would for any other we're going to, have to perform
at a higher level than we have
team.
"[Defensive Back] Coach the past two weeks."

Msu

Starkville coming off a phenomenal performance by the
defense in a 38-0 win over
Northern
Colorado
last
Saturday. The defense stepped
in the way of Colorado's
offense to garner five interceptions. Walker leads the way for
the Bears with 13 stops in two
games, and is just three short of
100 career tackles.
Senior tailback Marcus
Williams and sophomore quarterback Ron Whitcomb will
help lead Maine's offense.
Williams needs to average just
over 86 yards per game for the
rest of the season (a total of
776), to surpass Lorenzo
Bouier and become Maine's alltime leading rusher. Whitcomb

has completed 70 percent of his
passes this season for 346 yards
and four touchdowns.
As a team, the Black Bears
have posted 21 penalties in the
first two games, for a total of
194 yards.
"Our team knows that every
ounce of energy should be.
drained from our bodies at the
end of this game for us to win,
and nothing short of that," said
Gordon. "We have a bye week
following this game, so I feel
we are ready to give 150 percent for this weekend."
The Bears are scheduled to
travel Friday, depending on
Hurricane Ivan. Kickoff is set
for 7 p.m. Saturday and will be
aired on WZON— AM radio.

Tanya Adorno.
Adorno, the team's top
goalie, has snatched three of the
team's five shutouts in the first
From Page 20
six games.
Maine is also getting help
of the season. The Bears plan to
from the their freshman. Fitting
take it one game at a time.
"We play every game as if it right into place, they are making
is the conference championship, the future look bright for the
if we play our game, they can't Black Bears. One of those freshplay theirs," said goaltender man is Jordon Pekrul, who is
also adapting to the American

style of play after spending her
whole life in Canada.
"It's a big step up," said
Pekrul. "I really build off of the
experienced players and start to
go with the flow of the game."
"It is alot different here, you
have to defend smarter, there is
more thinking involved, you
can't just jump into a tackle,"
said Pekrul.

the better of the overtime play."
Although Dartmouth is now
just 1-3 on their season, Maine
expected a battle. The win was
another hard-fought game for the
Black Bears.
"[Dartmouth] hasn't had an
outstanding season so far," said
Hilgar."So they want to pick up a
win as much as we do."
"Dartmouth is a very solid
team," said Kix. "The last two
years we played them it's been a
one-goal game, so we absolutely
expected that it was going to be a
hard fought battle."
Maine's defense stole the
show. It was the Maine defenders
who kept them in the game. Jamie
Morin made nine saves for the

Black Bears. She has now
allowed just one goal in her last
three starts. While Maine out shot
Dartmouth 18-15, the Big Green
goalkeeper Lauren Balukjian
made 11 saves of her own.
"I thought their goal keeper
played very well," said Kix."She
robbed us at least twice back there
with beautiful saves."
Maine held the advantage on
penalty corners 10-3 and
improved their record to 5-2.
On Saturday the Black Bears
head back on the road as they face
Harvard, who is ranked 16th in
the country, in Cambridge, Mass.
"That will be a really important game for us," said Kix."We
have a great opportunity to knock

"Our team knows
that every ounce of

energy should be
drainedfrom our
bodies at the end of
this game."
Arel Gordon
wide-reciever,
UMaine football

Maine

will

head

in

to

BovStar Girls Gather REBOUND
Romul Your Som fillom tor..

CLASSIC
From Page 20
"Katie Flaherty hit the ball right
over the defensive stick.," said
Spencer. "It was an awesome
pass."
While Maine got off to a slow
start, they picked up the intensity
in the second half and overtime.
"We didn't play very well in
the first half," said Hilgar. "The
second half we played a little better."
"I thought we got better as the
game went on," said Maine head
coach Terry Kix."We played really well in the second half. I
thought for the most part we had
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MSU match-up brings visions of grandeur for Black Bears
By Kyle Fortinsky
For The Maine Campus
You can throw the record
books out when these two teams
get together. No,seriously. Toss
them in the trash can because the
history is nonexistent — a pen
and fresh pad of paper might
come in handy. This Saturday,
for the first time in school history, the University of Maine football team will play an opponent
from Mississippi. And not just
any opponent, the Mississippi
State Bulldogs. The same Dogs
who belong to the South Eastern
Conference, the same Dogs who
play Division-I football, the
same Dogs whose schedule also
includes LSU, Florida, Alabama
and Kentucky. Oh, right, I for-

got to mention the Black Bears
are playing this game at
Mississippi State, taking a little
bit of the pressure off their
shoulder pads.
The Bulldogs will come out
thrashing, there's no doubt. After
a 43-14 bludgeoning by the
Auburn Tigers last week, MSU
gets the luxury of digging in
against an opponent in an entirely
different division, who plays an
entirely different brand of football.
Fear not the fact that MSU is a
better football team — only on
paper, of course — rather; delve
into the idea that Maine can make
this a close game. Perhaps win.
The Black Bears should be commended for scheduling this
match-up and have the opportuni-

ty to come back with the story of
the year.
No predictions are being laid
down, and no bar of expectation
has been raised. This is just the
simple, good-natured "whatif'
syndrome taking over. What if
the University of Maine beat
Mississippi State in a Saturday
night football game? Say it out
loud OK, now louder. See?
Doesn't the phrase feel good
rolling off the tongue like that? It
will be reassuring if it becomes
reality. Three weeks into the
2004-05 college football season,
and there is a distinct possibility
that two Division I-AA teams will
already have beaten their superior
Division I opponents.
The other upset, as many of
you may know, already hap-

results. Financially and recruitment-wise, this game is huge for
the Black Bear program, as is any
sort of national recognition. It
puts Maine on the map, being a
featured opponent opposite a bigtime program. More households,
NFL recruiters, cameras, microphones and fans in general will
see this mid-sized university from
"way up nawth" test their luck
against the big boys.
Whatever happens, happens.
Maybe Marcus Williams will run
for 150 yards, or maybe Ron
Whitcomb airs it out for 250
yards and a couple of touchdowns. Having equally unproductive nights are possible too.
Regardless, the game will be a
learning experience for Cosgrove
and his team.

Last week New
pened.
an impressive
capped
Hampshire
2-0 start with an upset victory at
Rutgers, 35-24 — ironically,
Rutgers was the last Division-1
school the Black Bears played
against, that game taking place in
1991. The convincing UNH win
adds poignant new meaning to
"upset city" and is sure to instill
more hope among UMaine players.
Head coach Jack Cosgrove, if
you're reading, put the Musket
down for a second and give props
to your Atlantic 10 foe. The
Wildcats may just have helped
your Black Bears.
If nothing else, Saturday's
game will give the Maine football
program national exposure, which
will ultimately yield positive

Campus television network struggles to please students with sports coverage
By Andrew Knapp
For The Maine Campus
Over the past several years,
University of Maine residents
have cried out for increased sports
coverage on the Campus
Television Network. In order to
follow their favorite teams such
as the Boston Red Sox or Bruins,
residents felt it was necessary for
UMaine to add new channels like
Sports
New England
the
Network. These sports fans have
continually blamed the school for
not accommodating their wishes.
But the truth is, both Student
Auxiliary Services and Residents
on Campus have done everything
in their power to give the students
what they want. While all options
to add new sports programming
have been exhausted, one simple
fact remains: sports networks just
cost too much.
CATV
to
According
Programming Specialist Jennifer
Moreau, adding NESN would
cost $1.25 per room per month.
The total annual cost would be
$22,500 for just that one channel.
Despite the student body's
popular belief, a contract isn't
what stands in the way of UM
getting NESN. It's the residents
themselves. In order to provide
funding for the outrageous cost of
NESN,each resident would have
to approve a $6 annual rate hike
in his or her student bill.
"That may not be a lot of
money," said Moreau. "But the
chances of all the resident's

approving it are not very good to
say the least."
Surely, many residents would
consider such a fee worth it.
However, interest in cable sports
programming is by no means universal. The addition of the channel would make numerous residents happy, while embittering
others at the same time.
Therefore, adding NESN would
prove to be more baneful than
beneficial.
Instead of obsessing about the
desire to acquire new sports networks, the UMaine community
should be thankful for the channels it has already. While rates
for ESPN constantly rise, SAS
continues to stomach the blow
each year without raising student
fees for cable television. This
year, the total cable bill increased
by $4,500, yet no additional fees
were charged to the students.
ESPN alone hiked its rate from
$2.85 to $3.10 per room in
That $3.10 charge
August.
includes four channels: ESPN,
ESPN2, ESPNews and ESPN
Classic, which will be added to
campus television during October
break. All four of these channels
are actually cheaper than the
$3.85 price tag of ESPN alone.
This comes as the result of
ESPN's wish for customers to
carry all four channels.
Along with ESPN Classic,five
other new channels will be added
this fall. One is WSBK, a UPN
superstation from Boston, which
will prove to be the next best
thing to NESN. WSBK's Friday

night baseball feature will bring
one Red Sox game per week into
the rooms UMaine Sox fans.
Granted, it's only one game, but
it's better than nothing.
"We get other superstations
from markets like Atlanta,
Chicago and New York but none
from New England," said
Moreau. "So it just made sense
for us to get WSBK because it's
out of Boston."
SAS had been trying to get
since
programming
UPN
September 2003 when local
Bangor affiliate WCKD-TV went
off the air.
"WSBK seemed like a logical
choice since it was the closest
affiliate," said Moreau. "And it
was an added perk that they
would be carrying a Red Sox
game every week."
After setting their sites on
WSBK, Moreau and Dave
Keezer, the technical support specialist at SAS, labored to find a
way to bring the network to campus cable. UMaine could not
receive WSBK from DISH
Network, its current satellite
provider. Finally, SAS was able
to acquire the services of Cancom
Broadcast, a Canadian satellite
company. UMaine signed a fiveyear contract with the company to
receive WSBK for $1,800 annually. While NESN and ESPN cannot insure that rates won't rise
over time, Cancom promised to
provide that same rate throughout
the five-year time period.
Considering WSBK costs only
eight percent of the total for

NESN, UMaine's decision to go
with WSBK was a no-brainer.
So no, campus residents do
not have NESN. But thanks to
SAS, sports fans will be able to
watch one Red Sox game each
week starting next spring. Since
new satellite equipment has to
be installed in order to receive
the new networks, the updated
channel line-up will not take

effect until October break. So in
the future, Sox fans will not be
completely starved from witnessing their team's quest for
another world championship.
Sure, it's only a single game per
week: But think about it. If students received every game of
the season, there might not be
much time left to actually be a
student.

Join
the

gang
Write for
Tifl

A
Sports section.
Contact Matthew Conyers on
FirstClass or by phone at
581-1268 for details.
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History awaits Black Bears in MSU match-up
when they played Rutgers under
head coach Kirk Ferentz.
"Being able to have the confiCollege athletes play football dence to schedule a game of this
for the hard hits, the first downs, difficulty shows everyone how
and the love of the game. They far along this program has come
play because it's fun, because and how hard we work each
they're good at it, and because week for our opponent," said
they want to win. They play to sophomore receiver and specialhear the thousands of fans cheer ist Arel Gordon.
"We have been getting nationand taunt them. The more fans,
al
recognition for a few years
the better.
This Saturday the University now, but a game against a I -A
of Maine football team will trav- opponent serves as a stepping
el south to play Mississippi stone for both the players and
State, a division 1-A program, program on a national level."
Going in to the third week,the
expecting 45,000 fans to fill the
55.000 capacity stadium at Scott Bears (1-1, 0-0) are ranked No.
Field. The Black Bears have not 15 by The Sports Network poll,
faced a 1-A team since 1991 and the Bulldogs (1-1, 0-1)
By Erinne Magee
For The Maine Campus

remain unranked by I -A polls.
Mississippi is playing under
first year head coach Sylvester
Croom, who is looking to rebuild
from the 2-10 overall record the
team ended with in 2003. State
is 3-0 against Atlantic 10 teams,
and hasn't played a 1-AA school

tion,that coach Croom will allow
that to happen. He's trying to
build something from the start,
he's trying to create a winning
attitude that exists all the time."
Despite State's record last
season,the Black Bears know the
team will go in to the game well
prepared and determined to win.
"I really feel like their team is
UM V. MSU
going to be very ready to play
SATURDAY, SEPT 18
us... I say their entire team," said
STARKVILLE, MISS
Cosgrove. "Their individuals
will have the chance to flourish
since its win against Jacksonville as a result of that, which is a
(Ala.) in 2002.
scary proposition for us."
"A lot of times when a 1-A
Individuals to watch for on
plays a 1-AA,they look past it," State's offense are sophomore
said head coach Jack Cosgrove. quarterback Omarr Connor, who
"I just don't think, in this situa- has completed 25 of 43 passes

Maine men
lead soccer
programs

See MSUon page 18

Rebound
on the
weekend
By Eric Gullickson
For The Maine Campus

By Matthew Conyers
Sports Editor
Opposed to popular belief
around the country, there is soccer
in the great state of Maine. More
importantly, in the past couple
years, first-rate college ball has put
the the humble town of Orono
under the limelight. The reason
behind the dramatic turn of events
on the pitch can be pointed to two
reasons and two reasons alone:
University of Maine men's and
women's soccer coaches Travers
Evans and Scott Atherley, respectively.
Long regarded as the place
where good players go to end their
career, Maine has always been
underrated when it came to college
ball. Several explanations and reasons were offered; "it's too cold to
play up there" or "isn't that hockey
country?" are some of the best.
Now, however, it is no longer the
stuff of page eight in the sports section. No — there is some excitement elevating from Alumni Field
lately. Where is this buzz coming
from you ask? Well, the answer
firmly lies in the coaching staff.
Both fixtures in recent Black
Bear history, Evans and Atherley
have steadily put their time and
trust into the university's soccer
programs. Evans, currently in his
fifth year as head coach at Maine,
served as a assistant for the Black
Bears before his stint as head
coach even started. Before that, he
finished his collegiate soccer
career at Colby-Sawyer after transferring from Northeastern.
Atherley, a man forever etched
in Maine soccer folklore, has
watched the transformation develop over his 19 years with the
school and program. A native of
Andover,Conn., he began his time
at Maine as a four-year letter winner in the late eighties. He served
See COACHES on page 17

for 215 yards and has recorded a
touchdown in his first two career
starts for the Bulldogs, and
Jerious Norwood, a junior tailback, who rushed for his fourth
100-yard game in the season
opener against Tulane, garnering
SEC Offensive Player of the
Week honors.
"We are going to have to
come out with our 'A' game,"
said linebacker Jermaine Walker.
"There's no room for error when
playing a team with the amount
of explosive athletes that
Mississippi State has."
Junior Rico Bennett sets the
pace for State's defense, leading

Most teams would call a loss
and a tie a failure, but this weekend's test against Cal Poly and
Hofstra left the University of
Maine women's soccer team with
a positive outlook.
"I'm very pleased. 1 think we
showed the necessary fight to be
successful in two big games this
weekend," said head coach Scott
Atherley.
The Bears lost a heartbreaker
of a game on Friday. The Black
Bears gave up the game-wining
goal with seven seconds remaining in the first overtime period
against Hofstra. However this was
still a plus for the team.
"To come back for Sunday,
fighting back to gain a tie against
a top-30 team, is a really great

Women's soccer

CAMPUS PHOTO BY PAUL BERTSCHINGER
BREAKOUT-Senior Liz Mendell clears the ball during the first half of Tuesday's game
against Dartmouth. Maine defeated Dartmouth 2-1 during a double overtime classic.

Tuesday Classic
Field hockey returns, wins overtime thriller against Dartmouth
By Riley Donovan
For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine field
hockey team took the field
Tuesday against Dartmouth
attempting to pick up their third
straight win. They left Morse
Field over two hours later with a
2-1 win in double overtime.
Kasey Spencer hit the game-win-

ning goal with just under two
minutes remaining in the second
sudden death period.
After going into halftime trailing 1-0, the Black Bears needed a
spark to get them going in the second half. Rachel Hilgar, the
team's leading scorer, gave it to
them with an early second half
goal. She was assisted by sophomore Joanna Fernandes.
The game was tied 1-1 at the

end of regulation. After the first
15-minute overtime period, the
score had not changed. It took
14:17 into the second overtime
period for Maine to finally find
the net. Junior forward Kasey
Spencer scored her second goal of
the season after more than 98
minutes of play. She was assisted
by Katie Flaherty on the goal.
See CLASSIC on page 20

thing," said Atherley, "We really
learned from our mistakes."
Last Sunday, the Black Bears
snatched a tie against Cal Poly in
one of the most challenging tests
the Bears will face this season.
Atherley set the schedule predominantly on the road for the start of
the season against the highest
level of competition. He is hoping
that this will be a good test of the
teams chemistry and talent.
"I am still getting a feel for the
tendencies of my players, old
habits and our weaknesses," said
Atherley. "The weaknesses were
exposed this weekend and we are
already learning from our mistakes."
The Bears take on Big East
powerhouse
Seton Hall this
Friday in New Jersey and upsetminded Marist in New York on
Sunday. Maine will be looking to
get back to the style of play that
saw them succedding at the start
See REBOUND on pagel8

